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'privatising' covert action: the case of the Unification Church

Ieffrey M. Bale

'You don't inoestigate people for why they think
but for what theY do.'

- former Attorney General lienjamin Civilettil

Introduction

If noth,ng else, the lran-Contra scandal temporarily illuminated
the ext,:n"t to which ostensibly private organizations have been

helpinp secretive elements within the American government - in
this ca.;e the core of the executive branch's national security
bureau :racy - to circumvent Congressional.restrictions regarding
the cor duci of certain important aspects of U.S. foreign policy'
Inform.rtion that has surfhced in the course of both official and
unofficral investigations of this affair has not only revealed the
widespread ut" -of 'ptop.ietaries' and dummmy companies by
U.S. intelligence and military personnel - a.long--standing practice

- but als'o the fact thai 
-numerous formally independent

organi::ations have willingly engaged in operations that were
blitantly illegal, not to mention immoral.2 In a few instances this
aid ma i havE been provided solely for financial or narrow political
gain, but in most cises it also resulted from a convergence of. the

iightirr political aims of both the 'private' grouPs and factions
wYthin ihe national security apparatus created by President
Ronalc Reagan and his advisors. Among the groups that have

participatedlin these activities are the World Anti-Communist
L"rgr,' (WACL), the Air Commando Association (ACA), the
Nattnal'Defense Council (NDC), Refugee Relief International
(RRI), Civilian Military/Material Assistance (CMA), and S,un-

Myo.1; Moon's cultic Unification Church (UC), to name only a

few.3 
"Herein I examine some of the covert and clandestine

politic:rl connections of the last of the above-named organizations'

The vast majority of the existing literature on 'cults' falls into
on6 of four categoiies: iournalistic exPoses; Personal accounts by
former memb"tJ, thei. relatives, or their friends; social science

analyses; or theological assessments. In all of these categories

su,r" tn" last, attention is normally focussed on the techniques

used by particular cults to recruit new members and subsequently
control tireir behaviour, if not their very thoughts. This focus is
somel'rhat understandable, for it is precisely the systematic use of
these techniques - selective recruitment of vulnerable targets,

initial decepiion concerning grouP affiliation. and purposes,
exttente forms of Peer-8rouP Pressure, isolation from mainstream
societv, sensory overload, sleep and protein deprivation, constant
surveillance, 

'enforced lacli of -privacy, and ideological
indoctrination - that serve to set cults apart from more ordinary
organrzations in modern industrialized societies.a And it is

prEcisely because they are so extraordinary that they elicit such

widespiead persona[ and professional fascination. Yet this
almosi excluiive focus tends to distract attention from other
potentially significant asPects of cult behaviour, including their
political interiction with the outside world'

This is especially unfortunate in the case of the Unification
Chur<h, or 

^'Moonie' cult. While most cults both engage in
disreJ,ul2!ls political activities (at least,on the local level) andhave
notice able totalitarian propensities and ramifications,s the UC has

long 'rad an explicitly political agenda. As Moon, the Korean
eva"ng.elist who fbunded the church, has said, 'we cannot separate

the political field from the religious."..segregation between
religiirn and politics is what Satan likes most''6 Given such an

ori&tation, il is clearly necessary to consider Moon's. political
activi ies in order to properly evaluate the role and functioning of
the UC.

Many people have examined aspects of Moon's.political work;
but thev'have often done so from an overly traditional political
p"rrpeitir", one which narrowly c-oncerns it?elf with explicating
ihe thurch's oaelf attemPts to influence political decisions and

policies in the countries within which i[ oPerates' Thus, for

example, Moon's attemPts to suPPort Richard Nixon at the height
of th'e Watergate crisis, raise money for a variety of anti-
communist .uit"t, and influence Congressional votes through
lobbying are reasonably well known:7 and due to the
extrioriinary efforts of ihe House Subcommittee chaired by
former Minnesota Representative Donald Fraser (Democrat),

some of the more sordid activities of the 'Moon Organizations'
have also been exposed to public view'8 Nevertheless, despite

these suggestive and important findings, the general view of the
Moonies?mains one of either bemused distaste for a bunch of
'religious kooks', or, at most, fear of the UC's purported
'brainwashing' abilities.e The degree to which Moon has been

able to mislead the public and conceAl the UC's authoritarian
political agenda befririd a religious image - however 'heretical' or

L.,.o.,,r".tYiottal - is best exeniplified by the amount of support he-

has garnered from mainstream church spokesmen in the wake of
his "prosecution for tax fraud. Even liberal and leftJeaning
mini'sters, as well as certain American Civil Liberties Union
(ACLU) officials, have adopted his view-that his incarceration for
i\legal financial activities wis a case of 'religious persecution' ' 

10

To counter this deceptive imagery, which is sutained by
svstematic and extensive propaganda of the most transPare.nt

s6rt, some of the lesser-known political activities of the

organizational complex ru" 9y- Ygtl 31* his right-hand man,
'fo"rmer' Korean Army colonelBo-Hi Pak,1r must be sketched' It
should then become .l"u."t that Moon's actions geared towards

external social control, backed as they are by extensive economic
and politlcal resources, constitute the most serious threat posed

bv the UC. When compared to this external danger, the internal
s6cial control mechanism of the 'Moonie' cult pale into
insignificance - excePt, of course, to the individuals it recruits and

sublects to 'thought reform'. r2

In this study I will only cover two of Moon's alny covert
political op".u[io.rt. First, the links between the UC and the
'South Koiean Central Intelligence Agency (KCIA) will be

explored. This will necessarily-involve a discussion of the early

hiJtorv and structural features'of both organizations, particularly
the eitablishment of loint front groups. Second, the intimate
connection between ine UC and the World Anti-Communist
Leaque, an international umbrella organization encompassing

,rrrX".or'r, extreme right and neo-Nazi SrouPS, will be revealed'
Both of these intdrconnections are indicative of Moon's
authoritarian political agenda, but they by no means exhaust the
range of UC covert and clandestine operations'

The Unification Church-
Korean Central Intelligence Agency connection'

Of the topics to be covered herein, the links between the UC

and the repiessive Chung-Hee Park regime. in South Korea have

ieceived ttie most publici-ly. Congressional-investigations of the

so-called 'Korea-gite' scandal, which involved both overt and

covert efforts brithe Republic of Korea (ROK) government to
*unip"late U.S. policy toward Korea, generated hundreds of
articl|s throughou't the world. Yet depite all the media attentions

and the thouinds of pages of Congressional hearings,^the precise

nature of those links reirains difficult to untangle' One reason

for this is that the House Subcommittee's data are incomplete in
some crucial areas; another is that sensationalized media accounts

often suggested more than the evidence warranted' I do not
pretend iJd"fi.titi',rely answer all of these questions below' but I
irope to clear up some of the maior misunderstandings that have

ari'sen about Moon's relationship with the Park regime'
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Perhaps the best starting point is provided by,the rash 9f "Ig-
openinp, newspaper articlei that appeared in mid-March of 1978,

*hi.fr if," follo*ing headline in the 16 March Washington Star

perfectlr. summarized: 'Moon's Church Founded by Kore.an CIA
'Cnief ui Political Tool, Panel Says'. These articles were all based

on an uneaaluated U.S. CIA report released by the Fraser

Subcommittee and dated 26 February 1963. This report stated

that 'Kirn Jong Pil organized the Unificatio. n Cnqrg_f -ryltlS he was

director of th; ROKCentral Intelligence Agency, and has bee4

using the church, which had a membership of 2J,000, as a politicgt
tool.7lr This has been interpreted 6y--ioine'ionipiratorially-
minded people to mean that the UC was founded by the KCIA as a

bogus fiont-group. This is obviously false since, as will soon

beiome clearJthe'UC has formally existed since 1954 and in fact

predate; that year in some form by almost a-decade.ra But this
iact alone does not absolve the UC, for it does not vitiate the
second ,:laim regarding the KCIA'S 'use' of Moon's organization'

To come to grips with this issue, the social and political context
within which-the UC developed must be considered. When
World War 2 ended, the Koiean peninsula was in a state of
political confusion, social disruptionand economic chaos.rs' The

ifttg of the repressive hand of the. japanese colonial
admi"nistration, the traumatic division of the country into
communist and non-communist halves, and the underdeveloped
condition of the economy (particularly in the south) combined to
create ;, psychological climate of insecurity and desperation. In
such conditions, millenarian religious movements tend to
flourish, and indeed numerous 'Newly Risen religions' (Shinhung

longgyo) arose throughout Korea in the decade folowing |apan's
surrencler.16 These ieligions were characterized by charismatic
leadership: syncretistic beliefs which combined ancestor worship,
Buddhism, Taoism, Confucianism, magic, divination, astrology,
Christianity and shamanism; extreme nationalism which might
take politiial forms; and this-worldly attemPts to create an ideal
socieiy in which 'no poverty or social classes will exist and the
thougi ts of all men will be uniform. . . . . All the world will become
o.e t"r.," family'.rz This earthly orientation and the promise.of
success in the here and now led these movements to emphasize
organization and business acumen along with fervor and
diJcipline.18 All of these characteristics were to apply to the UC
as it developed.

With this background, it is possible to place the early histo-ry of
the UC and its founder in its proper milieu. As Rudiger Hauth-
has pornted out, the accounts of Moon's early life are 'a mixture of
legeird. truth, fantasy and saint-worship'.te Nevertheless, the
ba"sic outlines of Moon's career can be reconstructed.20 He was
born on 6 January 1920 in a rural province of northwest Korea

called P'yong'an Ful-do. His family converted to a millenarian
brand ;f-Preibyterianism when he was ten. Upon finishing at a
techniral high ichool in Seoul, he studied electrical engineering.at
Wasedo Uriiversity in Japan, though it is unclear whether he

officialiy graduated.2l When the wir ended in1945, he returned
to nortirern Korea and attempted to found a small community
church near Pyongyang, without much success. He-then join-ed.a

mystic.rl sect in tihe s6uthern Korean province of Kyong Ki-do
cailed tsrael Suo-won, whose tenets foreshadowed both his later
theological principles, particularly in their emphasis upon the
imminent appearance of a Korean messiah, and his ritual p^ractice

of 'blc,od purification' via sexual intercourse (pikarume)-22 Six
months later he returned to Pyongyang and began preaching, brrt
compl.rints about his missioniry piactices (includin-g piknrume) 

.b.y
other, established religious grouPs led first to his
excommunication and then to two arrests by the North Korean
authorities, the second of which occurred on 22 February 1948'23

The charges against him are alternately listed as adultery and
polygam/, or -"according to one 'official' U-C source - espionage;2a

lr"t i" uny case he was incarcerated at Hung-nam prison camp

until being freed by advancing United Nations troops on 14

Octob,:r 1950. He then travelled by ship to the South Korean port
of Pusan, where he performed manual labor and initiated new
missicnary activities. After gathering a small circle of followers,
he m,rved his parish to Seoul. In-May of 1954, he officially
founded a religious association called T'ong-il Kyo (Holy Spirit
Association foithe Unification of World Christianity)' This later

becan-.e known as the UC'

On<e ensconced in Seoul, Moon concentrated his recruiting
efforts on the university community and drew most of his

converts from among idealistic sfudents.2s His fen'or and

occasional successes, e.g. the mass recruitment of six facultl
members and forty students from the all-female Christian school

Ewha University,26 generated widespread -publicity , 
and

opposition a*ong mairiline Protestant church officials, and the
complaints of th6 latter led to his arrest by the South Korean
government of Syngman Rhee in 1955' The nature of the charges

fgainst him remaii a matter of bitter controversy' -Some 
cite

unconfirmed intelligence rePorts to the effect that Moon was

asain initiati.re tt"; female church members by means of
pikoru*r, but hls followers vehemently deny^it and the available

evidence is contradictory.2T As Bromley and Supe Jr' conclude, 'a

quarter of a century laier the truth or falsity- of the charges still
seems beyond dembnstration'.28 Whatever the case, t-ttq"g\ lh-9
charses were dropped shortly thereafter, the UC and the ROK

sove"rnment mainiained a somewhat uneasy relationship until the

i97l .urp which brought Malor General C.nu1g-{e.e ll!^1"
power.2e Nevertheless,Ihroughout the second half of the 1950's,

tt.," UC was able to expand ils membership and develop some

organizational sophistication. 30

Moon's theological doctrines must now be summarized, for
otherwise the UCYs political work cannot be fully explained' The

focus of his religioui teaching, as revealed in both the UC's 'bible'
(the Diaine Prlnciple)3l and the periodic compilations of .his
ipeeches (Master Speaks), is on thg Fall of M^an and the need to
restore Man's original state of perfection.32 Adam and Eve

forfeited their chalnce to become the ideal parents of a God-
centred Mankind, since Eve copulated with Lucifer and thence

with Adam. Christ, who was sent by God to restore Man to
perfection, failed to accomplish this task in the physical sense

iince he was prevented from siring a sinless family due to his

betrayal bu the Jews and subsequent crucification'33 Because of
this partiat failuie, God was forced to send another Messiah - the

Lord'of the Second Advent - to bring God and Man into physical
harmonv aeain. That Lord is none other than Moon himself'y To

o..form'his appointed task, Moon must overcome Satan and

lreate a God-crintred human family so as to establish the Kingdom
of Heaven on Earth. Put another way, 'Moon's primary interest
is in unifying the world - religiously, politically, scientifically -
around fti*i"tf as Messiah and [around] his revelation as

truth.'3s Thus, Moon has a megalomaniacal conception of his

own role as a divinely-inspired worldwide leader'36

If this revision of the Christian concept of Man's restoration was
not placed within a terrestial context, it would doubtless have
little'political significance' But like the other 'New religions' of
Korea and Japan, the UC was from the beginning a movement
directed towirds this-wordly salvation and improvement'37
Therefore, it is not surprising that Moon has come to believe that

he will not be able tb fuHll his mission of restoring Man to

physical perfection until he subjugates the earthly satanic forces

h"icet aiig from Cain's lineage. -He came to equate these with
atheistic clommunistic societiEs through a peculiar theological
logic. These societies are dangerous not because they deny God's
piovidential designs outriglit, but because they .have been

lstablished by Luclfer to miiic and thus Pre-emPt God's ideal of a

'socialist', i.e. economically democratic, universal human

society.3s Materialistic, 'scientific' communism in this way
deceitfully constitutes the pseudo-image of a, genuine God-centred
familv. As a result, the Heavenly side and the satanic side have
'.o*6 to dominate the world in their respective ways""'the war
for the unification of these two worlds must come next"3e The

third and final world war must be waged on both a material and

an ideological level; and, indeed, Moon emphasizes the

importance"of the latter. This is where his notion of 'heavenly

deieption' comes in. Since Satan's forces base their success on

deceotion, Moon argues that similar tactics must be employed by
the Heavenly side. 

"This serves as a theological iustificahon for
the type of 

'obfuscation and deceit that characterize most UC

ooeritions.ao Thus, even from this short summary. one can see

tfiat the church,s emphasis on political action is inextricably linked
to Moon's theologY.

It may therefore be true, as Alain Woo-drow has noted, that the

UC i. Jt"o"g the'most politicized'of all sects'al- But given th.e

i"iri.,ri. pol#ical ramifications of his Manichean religious views,.it
does noiseem wise to claim further that the UC 'is an essentially

political movement with a religious tacade',a2 since such a
'statement involves a separation 

-between the political and the
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religiorrs which.may well be artificial, and which, indeed, implies
that tlre church's adoption of a political agenda preicedeh its
retg.iorrs evangelism- in Korea. The latter Ynterpretation can
hardly be maintained in view of the evidence that neither Moon
nor his theoretical mentor Hyo-Won Eu adopted anti-communist
views l,efore the late 1950's, at the very earliest.a3

We rnust now turn to.the Korean CIA (KCIA). Fortunately, a
good deal of information about this organisation has been
accumtrlated by the Fraser Subcommittee.e -The key figure in the
establishment and development of the KCIA was I"ong:-pi1 *t*.
He was born in Ch'r1ng Ch'ong province in 7936, gradiated from
the^Korean Army's Officer Candidate School in itieighth class of
1949, and was immediately assigned to the militaliintelligence
(G-2) staff,_wher_e he specialized in counterintelligence and Nlorth
Korean affairs.as Within this secretive milieu, he and other
increasrngly disaffected younger officers manoeuvred for
promolions (which were repeatedly delayed), agitated for reform,
and erentually legan to plot the overthrow-of their corrupt
superic.rs. Kim had personally studied coup techniques for sorne
time,.and when popular opposition developed during the term of
Syngham Rhee and came to a climax under succ"essor Myon
Chang, he enlisted the aid of fellow members of the eighth
graduate class and Major General Park in his attempt to tolple
Chang's weak civilian government.6 On 16 Ma1 1961, 3500
Marines and paratroopers under their command seiied control of
Seoul irr an almost bloodless coup. The coup leaders immediately
declare,l martial law, dissolved the National Assembly, banned ait
politica. a:tivily, and{ormed a ruling junta known as ihe Supreme
Council for National Reconstruction (SCNR).a7 Despite 

-initial

resistance from the U.S. State Department personnel inkorea, the
Americ,rn Government accepted the coup as a fait accompli as soon
as they were satisfied that Park and Kim, both of whom had
earlier t-lirted with left-wing causes,as had long since become
thoroughly pro-American and anti-communist.ae

Kim officially founded the KCIA on 19 |une 1961, and was
appointed as its first director.so His goal was not only to
safeguard the new regime but to create in impregnable power
base fo, himself and tlie 3000 former G-2 men that constituied its
core personnel.5l Therefore, although the KCIA formally
replacerl its predecesor under the ousted Myon Chang regime, the
Combirred Intelligence Research Centre, its responslbilit"ies were
greatfy expanded. The new organization *us )to supervise and
coordinate both international and domestic intelligenie activities
arrd crirninal 

.investi_gation by all government agen"cies, including
that of the military'sz - i.e. to combine all foreig*n intelligence ani
internal security functions in one agenry.s3 T5 accomp-lish these
extensive, tasks, its personnel wire 'well-paid 

and carefully
or8aniz,:d _into eight ,Bureaux coordinated- by an executiv-e
committee-q The result, accbrdlng to eipert tes[imony, was the
tr-ddHdn of a 'state within a state'sithat was ,involved in virtually
every aspect of Korean life'.56 This latter remark is more than
rhetorical, for although the KCIA has received the most media
attention for its external influence operations in the U.S., its
pd--rry function has always been to suppress dissent within
South Korea.sT In its efforts to intimidate th'e Korean population
and eliminate political opposition, it relies upon the slandard
gamut. of secret police techniqug.s, including heavy-handed
surveillance., kidnapping, assassination, infiltratlon, provbcation,
'emergency' arrest and imprisonment, and both physical and
p_sy_chological torture.ss The expanded operational sphere of the
KCIA was demonstiated_as early as 196f, when Kim supervised
the creation of the rigidly-centralized ,civilian, Minju kongwa
Tang-- (l)emocratic Republican party, or DRp) for park "and

installed himself as party chairman.3e The persuasiveness and
intrusive power of the KCIA in South Korei must therefore be
taken into account when examining the UC,s political activities
and options.

Now that the backgrounds of the UC and KCIA have been
sketched, I shall attempt to clarify aspects of their relationship.
Considering fong-Pil 

^Kim's 
co.,spiiatorial brilliance and his

success rn e.stablishing an extremely powerful coercive apparatus
under his direct control, it is not it-aU hard to imagine ^thut h"
'organized'- or more likely reorganizeil - the UC in order to utilizeit politically.o Even if Moon had been opposed to such an
arrangement - and there is little reason to suppose he would have,
given his desire to obtain recognition and sup-pbrt from the Korean
political establisment - he could not have lorcibly prevented it.

Therefore, there is every reason to suspect that Moon and Kim
made a mutually beneficial 'gentlemen's agreement' whereby the
former would be allowed to maintain and even expand his
evangelistic and business activities with official approval in return
for permitting his revamped church to be used as a ,cover' for a
variety of KCIA operations.6r In any arrangement of this type,
Kim would obviously have been the dominant party, at least in ihe
early stages. However, as Kim's own fortunes waxed and waned as
a result of factional struggles between his followers and those of his
major rivals in the so-called 'anti-Main Current' wing of the DRp,62
Moon - whose organization increasingly estdblished semi-
independent power bases in Japan and the U.S. - seems to have
seized upon these periodic opportunities to enlarge his own
operation's independence. Even so, the heavy hands of the KCIA
and other powerful ROK agencies, including the Counter-
Intelligence Corps (KCIC) under Park's direct control,63 would have
been in a position to forcibly suppress his church's enterprises in
Korea, as indeed they did if only temporalily, in the wake of the
'Koreagate' scandal.e

This interpretation is not mere speculation. According to the
Fraser Subcommittee report, there is 'a great deal of independent
corroboration for the suggestion in [U.S.] intelligence reports that
Kim Jong-Pil and the Moon organization carried on a mutually
supportive relationship, as well as for the statement that Kim used
the UC for political purposes'.6s Here, my purpose is not to
explicate all the ways in which Moon participated in the Korean
influence campaign, but only to focus on those particulars that seem
to shed some light on the nature of the relations between the UC and
KCIA.

One of the earliest clues is provided by four English-speaking
ROK Army officers who were close to Jong-Pil Kim and were eithei
members or 'active synpathizers' of the UC beginning in the mid-
1950's - Sang-Keuk Han (a.k.a. Bud Han), Sang-In Kim (a.k.a.
Steve Kim), Sang-Kil Han, and Bo-Hi Pak.tr The process by which
these men became involved with the UC requires some
clarification. According to Jean-Francois Boyer, Pak was
introduced to the UC by one of Moon's most brilliant disciples,
Young-Oon Kim, who had met the young Colonel at U.S. Army
Headquarters in Korea, where both had jobs. Pak quickly became
involved with Moon's group, although he didn't become an official
member until 1957, and it was he who elicited the sympathy and
support of the other three officers.6T This not only made it possible
for Moon to gain a foothold within the military, but also seems to
have led to his further politicization.G

Of these four, Pak is the most important.6e He was born on 18
August 1930, entered the Korean military academy ori 1 June 1950,
fought in the Korean War, attended the U.S. Army's Infantry
Training School at Fort Benning,To served as liaison to the Chief of
the U.S. Advisory Group in Korea at different times between 1953
and 1961, and was assistant military attache at the Washington D.C.
ROK embassy from 1961 to 1964, where he functioned as liaison
between the KCIA and the U.S. intelligence agencies.Tt In this
latter capacity, he served as one of John-Pil Kim's 'escort's' during
Kim's meetings with (U.S.) CIA, National Security Agency and
Defence Intelligence Agency officials in 1962.12 He has long been
Moon's right hand man. Bud Han was a UC member who was also
a personal assistant to Jong-Pil Kim and a translator for Park before
becoming an ROK diplomat and, eventually a director of Moon's
major newspaper, the Washington Times.73 Steve Kim was a UC
9g!_porter who retired from the Army in May of 1961 to join the
KCIA, at which point he served as a 'disuete but effective
intermediary' between the UC and the Park regime. Later he
became the liaison man between the KCIA and U.S. CIA, served
as fong-Pil Kim's translator during the latter's 1962 visit to
1!neric9, and ultimately became the head of Moon's media group,
New World Communications Inc.74 Finally, Sang-Kil Han was a
UC sympathizer who served as military attache at ihe Washington
ROK embassy in the late 1960's, a position involving inteltgence
work,Ts and later became Moon's personal secretary ind the tutor
for his children.T6

Thus, while in the period preceding and following the Park
coup, these four officers were excellently placed to broker
relations between Jong-Pil Kim and Moon, the precise nature of
theirloyalty is impossible to determine. Whose ends were they
mainly serving? Were they, as Boyer assumes, devoted followers
of Moon who were using their military and intelligence positions
to proselytize and increase his influence? Were they piomoting
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botl- Moon's and Kim,s purposes, which may have been perfectlv
com plementa ry? Or were they sent by counierintJltilI" ;;;#Kim to infiltrite the UC uia -*iprfut"'jt fo. his hiddenp!ry)oses? This will probably remain a mystery, as there iscircumstantial evidence to suggest all three interpretations andnot enough- hard data to conilusively resolve the issue. io;
exarnple,_Pak has been a described as a 

Tmodel Moonie, _ obedieniand absolutely.loyal to Moon.77 
. 
yet his intelligence buckg.o,;J

cannot.be li.ghtly dismissed, and it is noteworth| that fim,! fCiawas later discovered to be infiltrating operatives into Korean_American churches to monitor ana ma"nrpltate their activities.z8All r,n,e can say with certainty is that these'fo". pfuy"a u ,"u;o. .of"in the early development of relations betweeii the UC u.,a tf,"foun:lers of the KCIA.

. Hr,w.ever, regardless of the exact nature of these earlyinter,tctions, there is no doubt that Moon,s fortunes improvei
dramatically following park,s coup and fi- , i"rtuffution as KCIAolreoor. while other churches in Korea were viewed with
susprcion and sometimes even persecuted,Te the UC benefitted asneve" before. In October of tOZ2,_long_piiKim met secretly withUC nrembers in San Francisco and ioljthem ,he woutd giv6 theii
mov€ ment politicSl s-u_pport in Korea, though he could iot afford
I9 do :o op€nly'.Eo He soon made good oi his promise: shortlvtnerertter the Korean UC was officially registered as a bona fiiechurch and granted tax exempt status by tnE pa* gore;;;;l;;'
Later still, T'ong-Il Industriei _ Moon,s first and i,".t in,poiiunt
businr:ss venture in Korea - was awarded ROK defense contiacts tomake pa.rts 

-for M-79 grenade launchers, Vulcan anti_ai..ruft !unr,and .t,robably M-16 assault rifles;az and the Korean government
subsidized T'ong-Il and other UC fronts.s3 frloo, tu, stated that
the Kcrea of.the.Park regime was ,a country where, if you *urt to Oo
well. undoubte_dly you should have a blissing from the political
sector, especially people in powsr,.8s

, But this_'9lessing'is not bestowed cheaply, and there is no doubt
that tne UC had to grant the governmeni iuuo.. and accede to its
demands, the most important of which seems to have been Kim,s
desire to use the UC as a ,cover, forKCIA operations or, at the very
least, to enter into a partnership with the Ui in promoting mutually
desired anti-communist and pro-park activities. Since t-here is no
evidelce that the UC employed front groups conducive to such
operarions prior to the early 1960,s, my guess is that Moon was
pressured^into 'allowing, Kim to reorganizelhe UC,s organizational
structrrre for these covert political purposes.

Horvever, serious lacunae in the available data between 1955 and
1965 rnake it difficult to conclusively demonstrate this. Up to tte
forme- year, all indications are thai the UC struggled to win new
conve:ts and remain financially viable,86 an'A under these
circunrstances one would normally not expect to find a great deal of
structriral elaboration. Our first reai information about UC
organization is provided by Chong-Sun Kim, who _ presumably on
the basis of Korean and Japanese sources _ says that Moon had
9l*tj:h:d thirty churches throughout South korea by July of
1957.8 ,In the following year, Moon expended considerible eifort
to establish new UC branches, both in Korea and abroad.88 Sang_Ik Choi was authorized to begin missionary work in Japan 8e arid
Young-Oon Kim was sent oveiseas to estabiish new churihes.{ In
1959, ;r new phase of organizational expansion and transformation
occurr':d. Thirty new'evangelical centr-es' were established to trainhis f< llowers, the church becoming more hierarchical and
disciplned, 

_an! by the end of the year"seventy churches had been
founded. It is worth noting that all of ihis expansion and
reorga rization was after the recruitment of Bo_Hi pak.

But t was not until the 1960,s - after the park coup _ that the UC
began o take on its current , highly-elaborate form. According to
q-S {im, a top UC official named Hyo-Won yu reorganized"the
church into 'a communist-type centralized structure comprisins I
numer()us Diz,irTe Principle indoctrination centres. .*ecutirE I
commiitees, bureaux, sections and cell organizations'.oz 4 .i-116. l\
UC str rcture is described in_detail tn a 1961 article published by one
of Mocn's early associates, Syn-Duk Ch,oi, who muit have writien it
prior to the date Yu is said to have initiated this reorganization.e3
Therei, she describes an efficient, systematic arrangenient involving
both ar ex-ecutive headquarters to oversee geneial, cultural anE
business affairs., and a pyramidal parish netwolk reaching from the
provinrial level down through the district, sub-district ind uillug"
levels t r the individual evangelist.ea She also indicates that the Ut
had a highly-developed communications system for the transmission

of orders and rapid personnel mobilization, a zealous cadre of
members absolutely devoted to Moon and willing to undergo highwork levels and extreme self-sacrifice, and -_ perhapi .o".t
importanlly - a type of cross-cutting arrangement of members into
horizontal division by sex and uge rihi.h, ihen combined with the
territorially-based aerticar structures,served to enmesh each member
in a complex web of organizational control that severely restricted
individual freedom of action.es_ _This parallels tt. .u0..-uriiain!
techniques utilized by the world's authoritarian Marxist-Leninisi
partiese6, and it is therefore hardly surprising when Ch,oi says that
'the organization of the T'ong-il churih is Jo systematic thit one
thinks of communists. They pose as ..heavenly communists,,.,e7
Another point of interest is that UC members ,cooperated, with
village officials and police personnel on the local level.el

The difficulty lies in identifying the true author of this
sophisticated organizational framewoik. One is naturally tempted
to ascribe it to the conscious design and action of Jong-pil Kim, sinceit seems to conform, in many respects, to the RO( gor"rn-.nt,,
own hierarchical administrative structure.s But this ilay well be a
false assumption, since other New Religions in both korea and
Japan had created similarly elaborate arringements.rm Did Moon
simply copy the hierarchical structure of otier New Religions and
39:pt il for his.own purposes, or did Kim later impose"it on theUC? Again, it is impossible-to say for certain. Butlt does appear
likely that the KCIA chief, who was, after all, un erpeit' on
clanestine and covert organizational techniques. introduced Moon
to the. concept of front groups and perhaps also to the cross-cutting
organizational pattern noted above; and it is certain that the postl
coup regime helped the UC expand and prosper.

In any case, the final result of this official sponsorship and
reorganization is well summarized in the Fraser 

'subcommittee,s

final 1978 report:
'[M9on is] the key figure in an international network of [front]organization_s 

_engaged in,economic and political as well as retigious
activities. 

. [It] is essentially one worldwide organization, unOe? tfr"
centralized direction and control of Moon.. . . .In the training and use
of lowe.r-ranking members,_ it resembles a paramilitary orga-nization,
while..in other respects it has the chiracteristics of";l[h1i,
disciplined international political party.' r01

This conclusion is corroborated by the testimony of ex_Moonies
like Diana Devine, who confirmed that .[a]ll members of the UC are
used. interchangeably in any one of the O0 front organizations, as
needed or assigned b] Mosn,.toz One is therefoie entitled to
assume that Kim had a hand in transforming the UC from a semi-
qolnmunal (albeit disciplined) impoverishid, unpopular .New
Religion' into a political instrument oi such sophisticaiion.

, A coupJe^of examples of joint UC-KCIA operations should be
delineated for illustrative purposes. One involved the Korean
Cultural and Freedom Foundation (KCFF), reputedly pak,s
brainchild.r03 This organizarion was tormiillv establiihed in
Washington in March 1964, ostensibly to accord honor to Americans
who defended and aided Korea, provide for cultural interchanges,
and 'foster a mutuality of undeistanding, respect and friendihip
between the citizens of the United States and Korea,.le gut th!
KCFF had other, covert agendas. pak told Robert Roland that the
5c-flfy_glg_front organization' which was to be used by Moon-Io
' g_q i ! qf Iy e_n!g ivitli w e altlif p..-e opTe fan dl govern me n t of fici als, an d

i.j l/9'fund+aising organization.'ldt In ; I963 brochure p.oau."a
before the KCFF's founding, its only proposed project was listed as
the Little Angels,rffi a Korean danie troupe cieated b1l Moen.roz
Yet this is not the whole story either, for th; KCFF was also utilized
to raise money for another project sponsored by the KCIA and the
Park regime- the Freedom Centre (FC) estabiished by the Asian
Peoples' Anti-Communist League (APACL) in 5s6rl.ros On I
January 1964, Jong-Pil Kim had been named as the KCFF,s
'honourary chairman',tos and by spring of that year he had
'persuaded' Pak to list the Freedom Centre as the KCFF,s .primary
project'.tto Moreover, Pak was granted an ,unprecedented,
military discharge so that he could take charge of KCFF,s
development,rrl and other intelligence personriel were also
associated with the KCFF, including Wiliam-Curtin, a former U.S.
military intelligence officer who became a KCFF board member and
vice president,l12 and a KCIA officer named Un-young Kim (a.k.a.
Y*|.:y Kim), who was given a special assignment involving the
FC.r13

In 1966 the KCIA pressured the KCFF to sponsor another
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project, the Radio of Free Asia (RFA), which was designed to beam
anti-communist pToftAganda ttehirid-the'Bamboo Curtain'. I14 The
idea was to raise moriey in the U.S. to pay for the Seoul-based
transmissions, the first of which was broadcast on 15 August
l966.tts Although RFA had a titular American chief, its two
operations directors were Jong-Pil Kim subordinates and KCIA
operative s.116 Furthermore, RFA was allowed to use ROK
government facilities'at no cost',117 and its broadcasts were
monitored and partially supplied by the KCIA's Seventh Bureau118,
which w:rs responsible-for'psychologicaTffiifdre. Thus, American
citizens were being duped 

.into 
financing official South Korean

propaganda by the KCFF. All of these developments led the Fraser
Subcommittee to conclude that from 'the early 1960's through 1978,
KCFF served as an important link between the Moon organization
and the IIOK Government'rre and that 'the influence of Kim Jong-
Pil and Moon was present in its establishment and operations'.120

Many other examples of KCIA-UC cooperation can be
mentioned. Among the more singificant are the establishment of
a UC k.rining center at Sootaek-Ri to provide mandatory anti-
communist indoctriation to ROK government officials, which has
by now 'educated' many thousands of Koreans'12l the provision
of $50,0(t0 by the KCIA to aid Moon's attempted takeover of the
Diplomat National Bank in New York;rzz the near launching of an
anti-Japanese demonstration in Washington by Moonies under
KCIA direction;123 the establishment of numerous UC-controlled
businesses in South Korea with Park's support;rz+ ,n" use of
official Korean embassy cable channels by Pak;12s and the mutual
KCIA-UC involvement in the founding of the International
Federation for Victory over Communism (IFVC) and its U.S.

i affiliate, the Freedom Leadership Foundation (FLFl.ue

From this brief synthesis of masses of evidence uncovered by
the Fraser Subcommittee, two firm conclusions can be drawn.
First, contrary to the assertions of Pak and Moon himself, the UC
zoas intimately involved in the Korean influence campaign
directed by elements of the KCIA. Second, the UC was not simply
an'agent of influence' for the ROK regime, as qome investigators
have asserted. As the Subcommittee itself noted, 'Moon and his
organization acted from a mixture of motives and objectives.
Service to Korea was combined with a desire to advance personal
and organizational goals.'127 This is supported by other informed
testimony. According to Allan Tate Wood, a former FLF leader,
Moon spoke of making the Korean government 'absolutely
dependent' on his services, l28and in one talk Moon said: 'My life
is not so srirall I would act as a [K]CIA agent. My eyes and goal
are not just for Korea.....the world is my goal and target.'12e
Therefore, it seems likely that the UC tried to extend its
operational independence by taking advantage of factional strife
between the several power blocs within Korea which had formed
by the 1970's. As the Subcommittee emphasized, the UC's
organizational complex 'was affected by shifts among the various
factions within the Korean Government'.130 In this connection, it
should be noted that Pak had established close relations with
other powerful ROK figures besides |ong-Pil Kim, including the
head of the Presidential Protective Force, Chong-Kyu Park.13i
Thus, although the organizational refinement and economic
expansion of the UC were stimulated by the ROK government
following the 1961 coup, it would probably be a mistake to view
the megalomaniac Moon as a passive lackey.tsz

In short, although the confusion remains regarding the details
of the relationship between the UC and KCIA, the intimate
connections between the two cannot be denied. Moon's covert -
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and indeed ooert - political support of one of the world's more
repressive dictatorships,l33 in conjunction with its brutal secret
police apparatus, provides an excellent example of how the
church functions in an external social control capacity, since these
operatrons obviously contributed to manipulating and restricting
the activities of people outside the UC itself. This dimension of
the Church's 'mission' will be equally apparent when its
connet tion to WACL is examined.

The Unification Church-
World Anti-Communist League Linkage.

\s will soon become clear, not enough serious research has
been rlevoted to WACL to enable one to fully elucidate the
activities of this group, either in general or in relation to Moon's
operatrons.l3a Nevertheless, I shall attempt to sketch some of the
links t,etween the two organizations after WACL's origins and
development have been outlined.

As (,harles Goldman has noted, 'the organizational backbone'
of WACL was constituted by an earlier formation known as the
Asian Peoples' Anti-Communist League (APACL).13s This latter
organization was jointly founded by the governments of Syngman
Rhee in South Korea and Kai.shek Chiang in Taiwan on 15 june
\954, 1\6 probably at the instigation and with the logistical support
of the United States.137 Although APACL purported to be a

privatt,organization, it was organized and largely staffed by active
Taiwanese and South Korean intelligence personnel,138 and seems
to har e been partially funded by Koumintang (KMT) opium-
smuggling activities in the 'Golden Triangle' of Southeast Asia,
which elements of Chiang's party controlled with (U.S.) CIA
assistance.r3e APACL's self-defined goal was to serve as a center
for pri,ducing and disseminating anti-communist propaganda and
to rall'.. non-communist governments in south and east Asia in
suppo-t of an active coilition against mainland China.140 To
accomplish these tasks, it published numerous pamphlets on the
'red Chinese menace'1ar and sought to make contact with anti-
comm',rnist regimes and organizations throughout Asia, and,
indeec, the entire world.la2 In this latter effort it was fairly
succesful, for it soon obtained the support of hardline factions
within the governments of Vietnam, the Phillipines and
Thaila'rd,t+: and also established liaisons with extreme right-wing
organizations outside of Asia, including American groups that
formerl part of the KMT's 'China lobby',l&, the Anti-Bolshevik
Bloc o" Nations (ABN),145 National Labour Union, or NTS,1a6 and
an urnbrella group for Latin American ultras called the
Confe,leracion Interamericana de Defensa del Continente
(CIADCI.taz The growing cooperation which ensued resulted in
the crr,ation of an international steering committee to coordinate
worldrvide anti-communist activities known as the World Anti-
Communist Congress for Freedom and Liberation (WACCFL),148
which held a meeting in Mexico City in March of 1958 and
included representatives from various east Asian governments,
ABN, CIADC, the American Security Council (ASC),14e and the
West (lerman \rolkSbuddfnr 

-Friideh- 
und Feiheit (VFF). 1s0 This

network continued to solidify and expand until, in response to the
rapid growth of the left in the first half of the 1960's, it reorganized
itself into the World Anti-Communist League in 1966.1s1 At that
point, APACL became its official Asian branch. [N.8. this essay
was written before WACL changed its name in 1990 to the World
Leagu,: for Freedom and Democracy - RR.l

Fror"r the outset WACL has tried hard to clothe its crude,
visceral anti-communism in a respectable guise,ls2 and in a recent
public,rtion it listed its aims as follows: 'Fight and strive to remove
all forrns of totalitarianism, including communism, from the face
of the earth, wherever they may be found; uphold human rights,
most iinportant of which are liberty, freedom of religious beliefs,
social iustice, and the self-determination of all peoples'.1s3 And
in fac:, some genuinely conservative organizations that have
affiliated with WACL promote a relatioely moderate form of anti-
commrnism and probably accept this disengenuous description
as an accurate summary of their own obiectives. The token
participation of such traditional anti-communist outfits probably
explains why 'WACL enjoys a general reputation in conservative
circles as a respectable if largely ineffectual promoter of an
outdated 1950's-era anti-communism'.1il Behind this harmless
facade, however, most member organizations Pursue hidden
agendas and are simply using WACL as a front to make contact
with cther activists who share their sympathies and/or as a cover
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to plan and coordinate joint actions of a violent, repressive nature
in various parts of the world. But since these intersecting secret
agendas derive from diverse sources, including rival non-
communist intelligence services and zenophobic ultra-
nationalistic groups,ls5 they are not always fully-integrated or
even fully compatible.

The development of WACL therefore aPPears turbulent and
schizophrenic, with'moderate' British, Scandinavian, and
(sometimes) American factions opposing extremist Latin
American and continental European sections; and groups among
the latter competing with each other for leadership and
influence.ls6 Shortly after WACL was formally established, its
power based purportedly began to shift away from effective South
korean and Taiwanese control into the hands of Neo-Nazi
extremists.lsT A series of internal memos produced by WACL
members - one by Professor David Rowe of WACL's former U'S.
chapter (the American Council for World Freedom, ACWF) in
1970, one by Geoffrey-Stewart-Smith of WACL's former British
chapter (the Foreign Affairs Circle) in 7972, one by Professor
Stefln Possony of the Hoover Institution and ACWF in1974, and
one by 'moderate' Scandinavian chapters in the late 1970's -
acknowledged and complained of the increasing takeover ol
WACL by anti-semitic and overtlv pro-Nazi ultras.1s8 According
to Possony, the main grouP resPonsible for this shift was WACL's
Latin American wing, the Confederacion Anticomunista
Latinoamericana (CAL), whose core comprised members of the
'Tecos', a Nazi-tinged ex-Catholic integralist organization centred
at the autonomous University of Guadalajara which has been
responsible over the years for several terorist attacks on
supposed 'subversives'.1se The successful entry of CAL
reportedly reopened WACL's membership rolls to numerous
other ultra-righlist outfits, many of which were identified in Paul
Valentine's excellent 1978 article in the Washingfon Posf.lm This
development led to both the resignation of some 'moderate'
WACLsections and the eventual expulsion - in name if'not in
substance - of certain 'extremist' factions, including CAL, the
British 'scientific' racist Roger Pearson's Council on American
Affairs (CAA), and EUROWACL, the 'parallel subgroup ol:

European fascists' that he helped organize.161

However this may be, and despite several publicized attemPts
to expel the remaining extremist chapters and clean up WACL's
image, the organization continues to be a hotbed of 'parafacist'
intrigue and subversion.l62 Some of the expelled organizations
simply made cosmetic name changes and were then readmitted
with virtually the same personel,163 and even WACL members
who had formally opposed or exposed these 'neo-Nazi'elements,
tacitly accepted their subsequent re-entry.ls Thus, in an official
1984 list of WACL affiliates,l6s one still finds disreputable groups
like Alpha 66, an active Cuban exile paramilitary organization
with intimate connections to the CIA,16 the collaborationist '

ABN,tez and the Crown Commonwealth League of Rights, ;

headed by the notorious Australian anti-Semite, Eric D. Butler.l6e

Even more significantly, among the recent participants at
WACL conferences, one can identify numerous extremists with a

long history of violence, including Nazareno Mollicone and
Pierluigi Concutelli of Italy's neo-fascist terrorist group, Ordine
Nuovo (ON), which for years has engaged in terror bombings and
murders forming part of a coordinated 'strategy of tension'15e;
Blas Pinar of Spain's Fuerza Neuva (FNu) a 'right' Falangist
oganization whose members have been linked to at least one
infamous terrorist assaultlT0; Tom Posey and other American
'patriots' from CMA, some of whom seem to be members of Klu
Klux Klan (KKK) factionslTl; Mario Sandoval Alarcon of
Guatemala's 'party of organized violence' - the Movimiento de
Liberacion Nicional (MLN) - which played a key role in the
establishment of 'death squads' throughout Latin AmericalT2;
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Sandoval s protege Robert D'Aubisson of El Salvador's Alianza
Republic;rna Nacionalista (ARENA) party, which has well-
documented ties to Salvadoran parallel police commandoslT3;
Dinko S,rkic, an Ustase concentration camp commander in
Yugoslav,a during World War II and now a member of both the
Croation section of the ABN and an Australian-based, Ustase-
inspired terrorist group called the Hrvatsko Revolucionarno
Bratsvo (}-IRB, Croation Revolutionary Brotherhood)174; a number
of South American covert action specialists working for the
Argentinran, Bolivian, Brazilian, Chilean, Paraguyan, or
Uraguyan secret services in their 'Operation Condor', continent-
wide ass,rssination operatior'rr175 ; and possibly Stephano Della
Chiaie of Italy's violent neo-fascist group Avanguardia Nazionale
(AN), on,r of the world's most active right-wing terrorists prior to
his 1987 .;eizure in Venezuela.176 These examples, which could
be multit'lied, explain why Goldman has characterized WACL as
'the foremost neo-fascist umbrella organization in today's
world'.17 They also serve to illustrate the truly Orwellian nature
of the massive propaganda campaign launched by WACL's recent
chairman, retired Major General |ohn L. Singlaub of the AC\AIF, to
portray tire organization as a haven for democrats and 'freedom
fighters' (although he did make some effort to clean it up by
expelling CAL;.tza

This brief overview of WACL provides a springboard for
discussing that group's relationship with the UC, a relationship
that despite Moon's public attack on it in the mid-1970's, when he
accused it of being a 'fascist' organization, has been multifaceted
but close As has already been noted, South Korean President
Syngharr Rhee was one of the original promoters of APACL,
along with Kai-shek Chiang of Taiwan. But this was one Rhee
project that survived the 1961 military coup,180 for Park soon after
decided tc establish an APACl-affiliated Freedom Center in Seoul
and, as v'e also saw above, he sought to use Bo-Hi Pak's KCFF to
raise funls in the U.S. to support it. This represents the first
known link between Moon's UC and APACL, the organization
which slrortly thereafter gave birth to WACL. According to
Boyer, h,rwever, a rivalry to obtain Park's favor later developed
between Moon and the largely anti-Moonist Korean WACL
chapter, vhich the latter ultimately won.181

But tht real key to the WACL-Moon link probably lies in |apan,
and I mt st therefore trace the development of the Japanese UC
before trring to clarify this link. The founder of the |apanese
branch o; Moon's church was Sang-Ik Choi, who spent much of
his youtt living in Osaka, japan. At the end of World War II he
and his f.rmily were forced to retum to Korea, and, since he had
studied Irnglish in ]apan, he obtained a job interpreting for the
occupying American forces.182 His father had earlier become a
devotee of Tenri-kyo, a ]apanese New Religion, and after a short
anti-religious phase Sang-Ik Choi converted to Christianity and
ended up joining the T'ong-Il Kyo in April 1957.183 After doing
some missionary work for Moon in Korea, he was sent to Japan to
start a Ul branch in |une of 1958.1& His early efforts met with
virtually no success; when he officially founded the church
(known in japan as the Genri Undo) on 10 August 1959, he was its
only actrral member.l8s Finally, after years of frustration he
managed to 'convert' fifty leaders of the ultra-nationalist Nichiren
Buddhist sect, Riossho Kosei Kai (Establishment of Righteousness
Rebirth Association) in late 1962,1e and with their help the Genri 1

Undo began to grow. By t966, it had developed a 'tight f
organizational strucfure' that was reflected in a communal'family' I
lifestyle, a systematized intensive training programme, and a $
'corporate' church organization with a national headquarters [1
divided rnto bureaux, departments, divisions and committees, lj
and a regional system divided into eleven districts and thirty-six fi
prefectural churches.187 Eventually, the |apanese UC became the 'l
largest and wealthiest of all Moon's national branches, and some
of the vast funds raised by its members were transfered to the
U.S. ancl used by the American UC in its pro-South Korea
'infl uenc,:' operations. 188

Once again, we observe a course of development similar to that
which or'curred in South Korea. Prior to late 1962, the Genri
Undo was impoverished, extremely small, and struggling for its
existence. Less than four years later, it had become powerful,
highlv-organized and well financed. How can one account for
this tran;formation? Although the data doesn't permit us to
clarifv all of the details, it would appear that 'friends in high
places' again played a role in this turnabout, as they did in Korea

atter the 196L coup. In the Japanese context, however, such
support would certainly not have been granted publicity by
government officials, but garnered covertly through the
machinations of the so-called kuromaku or 'black curtains', a term
borrowed from the traditional Kabuki theatre that is nowadays
used to designate 'conspiratorial political bosses' who broker
power behind the scenes via a combination of intimidation,
bribery, blackmail, brute force, and nemawasfti ('binding the
roots'), a time-consuming, conflict-reducing Process of
negotiation.l8e According to Kaplan and Dubro, '[a]lthough most
political arenas [in ]apan] have their kuromaku, the term most
often applies to those men on the right - usually the extreme right
- who serve as a bridge between the yakuza-rightist underworld
and the legitimate world of business and mainstream Politics'. 

1e0

Our first hint of kuromaku involvement in the development of
the UC in Japan is that it was none other than Osami (a.k.a.
Henri) Kuboki, an aide to Rissho Korei Kai president Nikkyo
Niwano, and Kaichi Komiyama, the chief of the organization's
Religion Department, whose'interest'in the fledgling Cenri Undo
(GU) led to the crucial 1962 'conversion' of the fifty sect leaders to
Unificationism.lel In addition to occupying an influential
position within the Rissho Kosei Kai, Kuboki was apparently a

'yakuza lieutenant' of Yoshio Kodama,le2 one of the two most
powerful kuromaku in postwar Japan. The other was Rvoichi
Sasagama, who also took an early interest in the GU and thence
became its unofficial 'advisor' and the 'legal guarantor' of its
founder, Sang-Ik Choi, during the latter's immigration trial in
I963-4.1'e3 After Choi's expulsion from fapan, Kuboki and
Komiyama took over the leadership of the GU, the former
becoming president of the Sekain Kinsutokyo Toitsu Shinsei
Kyokai (World Christian Unification Holy Ghost Church) in 1963,

the latter establishing its student group, the Zenkoku Daigaku
Genri Kenkyu Kai (All Japan Universities Basic Principle Study
Association) kt 1964.1e4 To grasp the significance of these events,
it is necessary to sketch the background of Kodama and
Sasagawa.

Kodama was born in Fukushima Prefecture in 1911 and, after
receiving some primary and secondary schooling in Korea,
returned to Japan, became involved with a long succession of
prewar ultra-nationalist and pan-Asiatic grouPs - among which
was Mitsuru Toyama's Genyo Sha (Dark Ocean Society), the
secret society founded in the late 19th century that first grouped
extreme rightists and yakuza togetherles - and was arrested several
times for a variety of subversive and terrorist activities, including
planning the assassination of high-level government officials in
the mid 1930's.1e6 Following his release from a third stint in prison
ln 1937 , he used his rightist political connections to obtain various
official positions, first at Army headquarters and later with the
Information Bureau of the Foreign Ministry.1e7 His peculiar
talents were soon recognized by his superiors, and he was sent to
China, Inner Mongolia and Manchuria, where he undertook pro-
militarist covert operations of different sorts, including the
establishment of espionage networks in China. Following the
outbreak of the Sino-|apanese War, Kodama was authorized to
create his own apparatus, the Kodama Kikan (Agency or Organ),
which was then granted an exclusive contract to procure strategic
materials (especially precious metals) for the ]apanese Naval Air
Force. In this capacity, he amassed a fortune through bribery and
extortion, while simultaneously gathering intelligence, financing
the Shanghai office of the Kempei Tai secret police, launching
paramilitary actions, and trafficking in opium.1e8 In August of
1945, he was appointed to the Advisory Council of the post-
surrender Prince Higashikuni cabinet, and helped organize the
Nihon Kokumin (Japan Peoples' Party) be{ore being arrested by
Allied authorities as a class A war criminal and incarcerated in
Sugamo prison.le

Among his cellmates in Sugamo was Sasagama, who had
likewise been arrested as a Class A war criminal. Sasagawa was
born in Osaka in 1899 and, after becoming an Army pilot, founded
the prewar ultra-nationalist groups Kukubo Sha (National
Defense Society) and - with his underling Kodama's help - the
Kokusai Taishu To (National Essence Mass Party).2m The latter
had 15,000 black-uniformed members by 1939, and some of these
served as operatives of the Kodama Kikan on the Chinese
mainland.2o1 Yet despite his rightist ideological proclivities - he
was, e.g., a great admirer and personal acquaintance of Benito
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Mussolini - Sasagawa was also an opportunist. Thus,
throughout the militaristic, repressive period prior to and
follor.ving the outbreak of war, he blackmailed wealthy individuals
he discovered to be harboring 'dangerous thoughts'. tn1942, he
was t lected to the Diet (Parliament) on the basis of la platform ol
intensified aggression in Southeast Asia'.202 Nevertheless,
despite such sordid and in many ways criminal backgrounds, and
despite the warnings of some American intelligence officers, who
described Kodama as a 'grave security risk' who 'could easily
become a big-time operator in |apan's reconstruction period',zos
and Sasagawa as 'a man potentially dangerous to Japan's political
futur,r' who 'chafes for continued power',2o4 both men were
released from prison in late 1948.

Thrs decision was due primarily to the impact of the
intensifying Cold War atmosphere on the policies adopted by
American occupation authorities. In |apan, the early
'demilitarization' phase had given way by early 7948 to the so-
calleC 'reverse course' phase, during which more imprisoned or
purgt'd rightists were freed and/or 'depurged'. Even before this
shift, a bitter feud had developed between those officials who
were determined to eradicate fapanese militarism, especially
personnel in the Government Section under the command of
Major'-General Courtney Whitney, and those who felt that this
policr was counterproductive, too extreme, or'leftist', particularly
the A.merican business interests represented within the ']apan
Crowd'and the Military Intelligence (G-2) Section of GHQ headed
by riehtist sympathizer and fanatical anti-communist, Major-
General Charles A. Willoughby.2os The latter officer, far from
loyallv carrying out the anti-militarist policies mandated by
SCAI'IN 550 of January 1946, actively recruited ultra-nationalists
(including wartime police and intelligence officials) and yakuza
thugs as informants, strikebreakers, and covert operators.2ffi It is
now 1;enerally acknowledged that both Kodama and Sasagawa cut
deals with Willoughby's G-2 and/or other hardline groups within
(and perhaps also outside of) the Supreme Commander for the
Alliec Powers (SCAP) bureaucracy.20T

Immediately upon his release in December of 1948, Kodama
seems to have been recruited by American intetligence.20s
Although he performed a variety of covert tasks for his
employers, including gathering intelligence abroad and maritime
smuggling, his main function was to serve as an intermediary
between GHQ and the ultranatior.alist-ttakuza underworld and to
help mobilize the latter for espionage and strongarm operations at
the behest of the former (or their conservative ]apanese political
allies).zoe Thus, e.g., in 1949 Kodama 'led the Meiraki-gumi
[gang] against labor unions at the Hokutan coal mine'.210
Moreover, he used the forfune he had accumulated in China and
subsequently hidden, which supposedly amounted to 70 million
yen (not including the platinum and diamonds he spirited
away),211 to covertly influence electoral politics in postwar |apan.
To cite just one example, he provided 6.5 million yen through an
intermediary - ultranationalist gangster Karoku Tsuji - to his
Sugamo cellmate Ichiro Hatoyama for the purpose of establishing
the Minshu To (Democratic Party), a new conservative party
controlled by depurged prewar rightist politicians who were
unable to obtain a dominant position in Prime Minister Shigeru
Yoshida's bureaucrat-controlled |iyu To (Liberal Party).212
Following the election of Hatoyama as Prime Minister, the two
parties merged in 1955 to become the Jiyuminshu To (Liberal
Democratic Party or LDP), the highly conservative pro-American
party which has almost single-handedly ruled Japan up to the
present day. Since then, Kodama has often brought decisive
pressure to bear on the factional struggles within the LDP,
including arranging for the reelection of Nobusuke Kishi, another
Sugamo cellmate, in 1959, as well as helping Eisaku Sato become
f'rime Minister in 1964. He also maintained close relations with
other LDP politicians, such as tl:.e yakusa-connected LDP Vice
President Bamboku Ono,zra and his influence did not suffer a
major setback until he was identified as the key 'fixer' in the
Lockheed Corporation bribery scandal.2la

In addition to these political activities and his 'legitimate'
business operations, Kodama also became involved with
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ROCK HILL, S.C. - Impris-
oned political extremist Lyndon
LaRouche and fallen televieion
evangelist Jim Bakker were ceU-
mates recently in a federal prison.

Bakker and LaBouche spent a
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He said Bakker, founder of the
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PTL television ministry, gets a lot
of mail and has a "big retinue of
admirers (within the prison) who
would constantly come around."

LaRouche, a longtime propo-
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ries, said he and Bakker werc inno-
cent victims of secret plots by the
Reagan and Bush administratione.
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numerous postwar ultranationalist and yakuza organizations,
including the Matsuba Kai (Pine Needles Society), the Kokusiu
Kai (National Essence Society), and the Gijin To (Righteous Men's
or Martvrs' Party).21s He served as an advisor to the
predomirrantly Koreanyakuza Btot)p led by Hisayuki Machii (born
Gon-Yong Chong), the Tosei Kai (Eastern Voice Society), and
organizerl the Kofu Kurabu (Friendly Relations Club) in 1965.216
But Kodama's connections to individual organizations of this type
were less significant than his efforts to bring about their
cooperation and federation. Perhaps this notion first occurred to
him in 1960 when Prime Minister Kishi asked for his help to
counter leftist demonstrations that were planned in response to
Presidenr Eisenhower's projected visit. In response, Kodama
mobilize<l 'more than 18000 gangsters, 10,000 tekiya (street
vendors controlled by gangster or near-gangster bosses), 4,000
"ptre" non-gangster rightists, and 5,000 others.....including war
veterans. ..' to augment the outmanned Tokyo polics.ztz
Although lke's visit was ultimately called off, Kodama soon after
attempte,l to make this temporary alliance of the normally
splintere,l far right and yakuza groups more permanent by, e.g.
arranging an alliance known as the Kanto Kai (Kanto Society)
between seven major Tokyo gangs (which shorty thereafter
collapsed ),218 facihtating an 'expedient alliance' between the Tosei
Kai and Japan's largest yakuza grouping, Kazuo Taoka's
Yamiguchi-gumi,2le and reconciling the latter with Kakuii
Inagawa's Kinsei Kai.zo

Perhaps more importantly, Kodama helped to found two major
rightist-gangster umbrella organizations, the Zen-Nihon
Aikokuslra Dantai Kaigi or Zen-Ai Kaigi (Al1 Japan Federation of
Patriotic Organizatiohs), and the Seinan Shisho Kenkyu Kai or
Seishikai (Youth Ideology Research Association). The former was
created in March 7959 by a 'network of influential rightists',
including Kodama, who became its first chairman, and Sasagawa,
who sat on its governing board.zl Originally it was a violent,
loosely-structured organization with a vague ideology, but after
1968 its organization was tightened up a bit by a new chairman,
ultranationalist Yoshiaki Sagoya,z2 and it adopted a
'unified. . ..theoretical system' based on the pure ]apanist views of
Toyama. By 1974, it claimed to encompass tMO rightist-gangster
groups whose membership totalled 150,000.223 Although
Kodama himself continued to maintain a high-level position
within Zen-Ai Kaigi, he became more actively involved with
Seishikai. a Zen-Ai Kaigi subdivision established by Kodama
loyalists ,n 196l that split from its parent body in July of 1969, at
which t,me Kodama became its top advisor.22a Seishikai
incorporated a least twenty member organizations, including
Machii's Tosei Kai, and it promoted both 'theoretical education'
and paramilitary training, ostensibly in preparation for a
communrst coup attempt.22s In line with this new emphasis on
ideological preparation, Kodama also established the Nihon
Seinen (oza flapan Youth Seminar) in April 1967,226 an
organization to which Osami Kuboki later became an 'advisor'.z7

For hir, part, upon his release from prison Sugamo Sasagawa
persuaded the japanese government to allow him to set up
motorboat races that the public could legally bet on. This proved
wildly successful and with his substantial profits he set up the
|apan Federation of Motorboat Racing Ass'ociations, which has
grossed over $US5billior? per year. 3% of the annual ticket sales
are thence dispensed through a'non profit' company he controls
on behalf of the government, the Shipbuilding Promotion
Foundation, that'employs over 100,000 people and makes a profit
of 18 million yen a year'.D8 In addition to these'economic
venfures. Sasagawa 'is alleged to head a shadowy syndicate of
wealthy [stock market] investors who, by concentrating their
resources on a given stock, can make it run up and down like a yo-
yo'.22e The profits from this speculation and the other Sasagawa-
controlled businessesBo have made him one of the world's
wealthiest men, and he has disseminated his vast fortune not only
for philanthropic causes23l but also to promote or obstruct various
LDP factions and leaders. Thus, it is known that Sasagawa
assisted Kodama in securing Sato's election as Prime Minister in
1964, and that he helped Kakuei Tanaka defeat his Kodama-
backed LDP rival, Takeo Fukuda, in the 1972 elections.s2

Of greater interest are Sasagawa's links to ultranationalist and
gangster organizations. As early as L954, he became the director
of a reorganized prewar ultra-rightist group, the Butoku Kai
(Martial Virtues Association),2s and he is also associated with
numerous other 'anti-communist' groups, including the Nihon
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Goyu Renmei flapan Federation of Veterans' Associations), the
Zen-Ai Kaigi federation, and APACL-fapan and the Moon-linked
IFVC, the ]apanese branch of WACL. He has also boasted of his
friendship with Yamiguchi-gumi 'godfather' Taoko and, like
Kodama, has 'reportedly served as a mediator beh,feen feuding
yakuza gangs'.2e In addition to these known links to yakuza and
uyoku (extreme rightist) elements, he is president of the World
Karate Federation and its all-]apan Federation, both of which have
served, among other things, as a legitimate 'cover' for gangster
and ultranationalist groups.

Why would these two kuromaku, who were among the most
powerful and influential figures in postwar |apanese politics, take
an interest in the unpopular, impoverished ]apanese branch of an
obscure Korean-based religious sect like the UC? In my opinion,
the key lies in Korea, specifically with KCIA founder |ong-Pil
Kim. I have already noted that Kim had established links with
Moon even before the 1961 Park coup, and that following this
coup - if not earlier - he had decided to covertly support the
expansion of the UC in return for its provision of 'cover' for
various KCIA operations, both in South Korea and the U.S.. It is
therefore entirely reasonable to suppose that he hoped to make
similar use of the UC branch in Japan, which was at that time
unable to make any real headway in recruiting followers. But it
still needs to be demonstrated that Kim was in contact with
Kodama and/or Sasagawa, and that it was in their mutual interest
to aid the foundering japanese branch of Moon's organisation,
Genri Undo.

One of the most problematic issues in postwar Asian
reconstruction was the so-called 'normalization' of ROK-)apanese
relations. The harsh and exploitative nature ofJapanese colonial
rule in Korea from 1910-1945 had led to bitter hostility between the
two countries, which inhibited their inability to reestablish
mutually-beneficial political and economic relations after the war
was over.2s These attitudes were exacerbated by both the
unwillingness of japanese leaders to acknowledge the destructive
effects of their nation's occupation of Korea and Syngman Rhee's
unshakeable hatred and distrust of |apan, and were manifested in
a series of squabbles over specific issues of interest to both
countries, including the question of Japanese reparations for
damages inflicted on Korea, the return of stolen Korean ProPerty,
the controversy over the fishing boundary between the two
nations, and the problem posed by the Koreans residing in
Japan.237 Despite sporadic efforts to resolve these issues, no
bilateral agreement could be reached as long as Rhee remained in
power. Moreover, his intransigence undermined U.S. efforts to
create a regional anti-communist alliance strucfure in northeast
Asia, whether formally, in the manner of NATO, or informally
through'private' organizations like APACL.238

The fall of Rhee thus represented a tuming point in ROK-Japan
interaction. The short-lived democratic government that
succeeded him rhade overtures towards normalization of relations
with |apan, an approach also adopted by the Park regime
following the 1961 coup.23e Park and other junta leaders had
good economic and political reasons for promoting normalization:
they needed Japanese capital to help modernize their country's
economy and hoped to stablilize their strategic position by
yielding to American pressure to reestablish better relations with
Iapan.zao The |apanese govemment headed by Kishi likewise
sought to improve japan's investment bpportunities and strategic
position.2al These official views were to a great extent catalyzed
and reinforced by powerful business leaders in both countries,
specifically the Korean Businessmen's Association founded in
1961by a dozen big businessmen and the 'Korea Lobby' in japan,
which included '15 top capitalists' who had established the Japan-
ROK Economic Cooperation Organization. It was these latter
who financed 'key factional bosses'in the LDP, and their political
allies included Prime Minister Kishi and Dietman Bamboku Ono,
among others2a2 - the aery same ightrst politicians supported
behind the scenes by Kodama and Sasagama, who themselves
had economic interests in South Korea.2s

Of equal significance for our topic, the envoy selected by Park to
open 'informal channels' with these pro-normalization elements
in )apan was none other than fong-Pil Kirn,244 who travelled to
Japan in October of L962 - immedintely prior to his visit to the U.S.,
during which he promised Moonies in San Francisco that he
would secretly support the UC - to meet with various Japanese
leaders, including Kodama's ally Ono. As a result of this visit
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and a second in November 1962, which Kim undertook on his way
honre from America, an important step in the normalization
pro.ess was taken with the formulatibn of the ,Kim_Ohira
\zlsyn616ndum/.2as If all of this_were not suggestive enough,
Kodama himself was 'reputed to have been cloiJto former R5(
intelligence chigf Kim-Chong-p il and ha[d] been an important
channel from Kim to the LDp and |apanese gorre.nms;1,.rn
Indr:ed, according to fapanese journalistEisuke dtsuka, ,Kodama
uflrng".d_g meeting inviting Korean representative Kim Chong_
p'il and Kishi, Bamboku Ono, and Ichiro Kono and made thim
disentangle the trouble [regarding normalization] that had lasted
for lour years in short ordei'.24s kim, Ono and Kodama were all
later implicated in financial scandals involving both countries.24e

However, one should not assume that tfie motives for these
conlacts were strictly economic. Both Kim and the Japanese
kurcmaku were concerned with countering communist
expirnsionism, and all three sought to create riehtist federations to
facilitate this. I have already noted that -Kim, Kodama and
Sasagawa had worked to strengthen domestic anti-communist
forc,:s, and have also discussed some of Kim,s operations
abrc,ad. It remains only to show that the latter two men were also
actively. -involved in creating and supporting regional or
worrdwide groupings like ApAeL and WA'CL, and*that-one of the
inshuments they made us of - probably at Kim,s urging _ was
Moc'n's UC.

- Sasagawa was apparently an early backer, if not one of the
four.ders, of APACL,250 and it was he who supposedly first got
the idea to 'harness )apanese Christians....io advance aiti-
communist ideology'-zst But it is my guess that it was actually
Kim who, after making contact with Kodama (and presumably
also Sasagawa), explained that he was reorganizi.,g a.,a phnning
to use Moon's church in Korea to cover ind and help financE
various anti-communist political activities initiated by the KCIA,
and then :yggg9lug that the kuromaka provide similai backing for
the struggling UC branch in Japan, the GU. This would not"only
account for the 'conversion' of the Rissho Kosei Kai members
orchestrated by Kodama's man Kuboki, but also for the rapid
subsequent elaboration of the GU's organizational structure jnd
training procedures;2s2 and it is entirely consistent with what is
knorvn about the later development of the links between the
Japa.rese UC and WACL.

ln fulf of 1967, about one month before WACL was formally
established, 

- 
Sasagawa hosted the gathering of a ,secret cabai,

consisting of himself,,Moon, and two Kodami underlings _ Shirai
Tamao, secretary of the aforementioned Nihon Seinen koza, and
Kuboki, at that time both an advisor to the same organization and
head of Moon's GU.253 According to Scott "and 

Jon Lee
And,:rson,.'[t]he. purpose of the meeting was to create in Japan a
Korean-style anti-communist movemenithat could operate ;nder
the ,rmbrella of the World Anti-Communist League and that
would further Moon's global crusade and lend 

-ihe 
Japanese

yaku:.a leaders a respectable new facade'.2s4 Whatevei their
precise motives may have been, a year later the International
Front for.Victory_over Communism (IFVC), the ,principal vehicle
for Nloon's anti-Communist activities', was found-ed in 6oth South
Korea a-nd ]apan, where it was known as the Kokusai Shokyo
Rengo.25s

Alnost as soon as it was created, the latter was reorganized as
the c fficial ]apanese chapter of WACL,2s6 and within icouple of
yearr it had set up twenty-one branches all over ;apan which

together !a{ a- p-urpglted.membership of 60,000.2s2 l1s leading
officers included Kuboki lpresidenf), Sasagawa (,honourar!
president') and Kodama l,chief advisor,;, aid its iower lev6l
personnel have from the outset been drawn primarily from the
ranks of GU-affiliated organizations like the Genri Kenkyu Kai of
Komiyama.2s8 Boyer has therefore baldly stated ihat ,the

Japanese chapter of WACL is ly[66nls1'.zse But I think this
formulation is at best a half-truth, for although naive Moonies
clearly provided the bulk of the unpaid, docile labor force that
performed the duller, more gruelling tasks, such as door-to-door
political campaigning and fund-raising, the Shokyo Rengo seems
to have also served as a focal point for the activities ofjapanese
ultranationalists and yakuza, if not intelligence operatives. This is
an_important topic that should be further explored by researchers
able to consult fapanese sources, but in any iase ther-e is no doubt
that,the GU_is intimately linked to WACL in ]apan. For example,
yn 1910 the Shokyo Rengo, in its capacity as thelapanese branch of
WACL, hosted the massive Fourth WACl/Sixteenth APACL
Conference in Tokyo, which Sasagawa helped to fund and which
was addressed by several prominent Japanese politicians,
including Kishi and Sato;z0o and it has remained very aitive in the
affairs of APACL and WACL to this day, as the pirticipation of
Kuboko and/or other Shokyo Rengo leaders at virtuaily every
important __subsequent gathering of the two organizationi
indicates.261

Like the UC-KCIA connection, Moon's links to WACL provide
further evidence of his associations with an intemational nexus
consisting of hardline intelligence personnel, gangsters, leading
conservative politicians, and far right extremists, many of whom
are in turn members of a bewildering variety of othir ,private,
anti-communist organizations. At the very moment when Moon
was publicly disassociating himself from the 'fascist' WACL, the
Ia_pgne_sg b11nch of the UC was providing most of the membership
of the WACL-Japan through its political front, the IFVC. Nor has
this been the only connection between the Moon Organization
and WACL, for the former has often cooperated with otfier WACL
chapters, as well as with ultra-rightist grbups and individuals that
are in some way affiliated with WACL. Indeed, front groups of
the_ UC have directly participated in blatantly subversivJactivities
and, at least indirectly, in terrorism or other forms of WACL-
linked violence.262 Given this background, it should come as no
surprise to learn that Moon has been deeply involved in the illegal
contra stpply network. Scholars must therefore begin to take the
Moonies more seriously on a strictly political level, instead of
focusing all of their attention on the UC's interorganizational
techniques of social control.

Conclusion

] hlve attempted to disentangle particular aspects of the
Unification Church's covert activities and linkages. But this
represents only a beginning. There are many oiher facets of
Moon's political operations that need to be examinated more
thoroughly, and his organizational complex only constitutes one
among dozens, if not hundreds, of 'private' groups that work in
tandem or conjunction with essentially anti-democratic elements
within the national security establishments of the U.S. and other
nations. Because of their unofficial stafus, such groups can
undertake 'plausibly deniable' actions that subvert, iircumvent,
or directly counter the stated foreign policy aims of formally
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democratrc governments. To the extent that they do so, there is
no hope of making said governments genuinely responsive to
public participation in deliberations about the conduct of
international relations, a task that would be difficult enough even
if these groups did not exist.

Another issue raised - but certainly not resolved - in this
discussion of the UC is the extent to which it and similar anti-
communist political groups should really be characterized as
independent or private. In the wake of Contragate, a theme
which has been contantly reiterated in the press is that of the so-
called 'pnvatisation' of U.S. foreign policyi In many cases, the
implicaticn has been that bona fide private organizations made up
of concerned citizens are taking it upon themselves to initiate
political ,)r even military action because their government is
unable o' unwilling to do so. But this represents a sort of
populist idealization of the real situation, since in many cases it is
not so mtrch a case of the initiative of private citizens as it is of the
initiative .'lf disgruntled government officials, particulary those in
intelligen,:e and military bureaucracies. At the very least, the
process is betier described as the 'contracting out' of specific tasks
by govelnment agencies to sympathetic non-governmental
organizarions, which should therefore be viewed as
subcontractors rather than independents. Nor should one
overlook the possibility that certain ostensibly private
organizatrons are nothing more than front groups for intelligence
agencies. Ultimately, the only way to ascertain the real situation
is to examine and analyze each case on its own merits.

Notes

1. This quote is ironically cited in Ad Hoc Committee of Members of the Unification
Church, 197) p. 125. I propose to do iust that.

2. For officral government investigations of the Iran-Contra scandal, see U.S.
Governmen r, President's Special Rniru Board [The Tower Commission] Report, 26
February 1987 (Washington DC, GPO, 19871; and U.S. Congress, foint Committee,
Report of the Congressional Committees lnaestigating the lran-Contra Affsit, with
Supplementaty, Minority and Additional Vims, TC[Jth Congress, 1st Congress, 13
November 1987 (Washington DC, GPO, 1987). The most revealing of the 'unofficial'
investigatio,rs conceming this scandal are Cockbum (1187), Marshall et al and Christic
Institute, although the Christic dmument contains a number of as yet unsubstantiated
claims.

3. Aside frr,m their extreme rightist political perspective, the most important
commom denominator of all these particular organizations is the high percentage of
'formel intelligence and military (especially unconventional warfari) personnel
asso-ciated u ith them. See, e.9., Peter Stone, pp. A21, A24.

4. Here I dr not mean to suggest that 'nomal' organizations and ,acceptable,

religions do not manipulate the behavior of their members, for this is undoubtedly
part and parcel of the activities of all such institutions. But there are obvious
qualitdtiae diiferences between the type and degree of smial control exercised in
common-or-garden organizations - or in society at large, for that matter- and the type
of extreme and systematized control mechanisms ulilized by olts. On a larger
scietal levei, only Communist China has consciously employed similar methods of
'thought reform', and then only for a relatively short period characterized by
extraordinarv attempts to mold the'new'Communis(man. For more infomation
about Chineie techniques, see Whyte, 1975.

5. Note,e.g.,thecriminalstrong-armtacticsadoptedbySynanonmembersvis-a-vis
their neighbours during the late 1970's. See Ofshe (1980). Cf. also Robert Kaufman,s
conclusions regarding the political attitudes of the Scientology nembers he
encountered | 'Many were reactionary, almost Fascistic, in their political views,. -
Kaufman, 1972, p.31. Of course he is clearly using the term ,fascistic, in the usual
imprecise, perjorative sense.

6. Masttr Spetk (17 May, 1973) p. 12. (Hereafter cited as MS.)
7. These actions received extensive coverage in the mainstream American media
during the 1,r70's. For a good introduction, se Boettcher, 1980.

8. The Frast.r's Subcommittee's investigations were published officially in a series of
volumes, an,l include both extensive hearings and dcumentation as well as the final
Ieport. For nfomation on the UC and KCIA., see especially US Congress,
lnwstigation fKorean-AmericanRelations(1978),hereaftercitedasK,4 Report;US
Co1gres1 A.4tql the Korun Cmtral lntelligence Agency (1.976), parts I and 2, hereafter
cited as KCIA 1 and KCIA-2 ; trS Coigess , lnuestigation of Korun-Amtican Relations
(1978) Part 4, Supplement, hereafter cited as KI4 Sup.

9. Barker(1e84), pp. 2-6.

10. See, e.g , Dart (1985) section 2, p. 4, and Rauber (19&5).

1 1 . I say 'forme/ because one never knows for certain when or if intelligence
operatives ar tually retire. For more on Pak, see below.

12. There is a considerable literature on the UC'S methods of remitment and
behavior control, though much of it is superficial or othetrise probldmatic. The best
introductory bmk about the UC lemains Horowitz. A representative sampling of
works on M<,on might include Barker, FreedlB-romley and Shupe jnr., G atantir et al,
Loflmd, Sor tag, Wood and Yamamoto 11977).

13. This da ument is reproduced in Kl-4 Supp-, p - 458.

14. KA W.t, p. 354. Needless to say, Moon's supporters have also gleefully
pointedoutthisobviousenor. Se,e.g.,Pak(1978),whichisnothingmoretirana
selrtively etlited publication of Pak's testimony. For the full versioniee KI-4.

15. See,forexample,Han(ed.),pp.172-4,JonesandSakong,pp.3G3T,andKimand
Roemer, pp.21-39.

16. On these 'New Religions' in Korea, see Tranvctions as well as Myong-Hwan Tak,
citedbyEverettN.HuntJnrinHesselgrave(ed.)1978. Huntestimatestheirnumber
at around 250 - p. 103, note 2. For their Japanese counterparts (the Shinko Shukyo)
see the fine bibliography by Earhart.

17. Spencerf.Palmer,'Introduction'toTransactions,pp.2-7. Thequoteisfromp.T.
18. Felix Mms, 'Leadership and Organization in the Olive Tree Movement', in
Transnctions, p. 74.

19. Hauth p. 14.

20. ForMoon'searlyhistory,seeibidpp.6ll;Barkerpp.38-43;BromleyandShupe
(pp. 35 and 45-50); Boyer pp. 105-117; Kim (1978) pp. 7-20; Caballac pp. 34-t14 and
passiz; Yamanoto pp. 15-21; Syn-Duyk Ch'Oi, 'Korea's T'ong-ll Movement', in
Tranilctions pp. 101-4. Of these Kim's account is based on the most complete Korean
and Japanese sources, but is infused with extreme anti-Moon sentiments. For UC's
own version, see Yu (1974) p. 24and1986, passim. I have been unable to obtain a copy
of Moon's 'official' church biography.

21. Yamamoto p. 17. ln his biography, Moon claims to have received a diploma from
Waseda, but others have disputed this. For example, the Japanese newspaper
Mainichi rcporled. that his studies were intempted. See Hauth, Vererinigungskirche, p.
8; Kim p. 9.

22. See especially Kjm, p. 17 for the piknrume.

23. The year is controversial, although the date was apparently 22 February. Moon
says this second North Korean imprisonment ocruned in 1918, whereas Kim (p. 12)
and others place it in 1949. In support of the earlier date, see 'L'Eglise de
L'Unification', pubtshed in issue 7 (April 1975) of the Documents-Episcoryt, the bulletin
of the French Episcopal Conference, cited by Le Caballac p. 35.

24. The source in question says that the North Koreans originally arrested Moon for
heretical teachings and because 'he was a spy for the President of South Korea'. See
Matcak, p. 7. Normally, one would assume that this was merely profened as a posf

/aclo justification for his arrest, but it is worth remembering given his later political
activities. If Moon was a spy for South Korea, however, it seems odd that the North
Koreans would have released him the first time rather than executing him. Boyer
insists pp. 112-113 that Moon was rof anested for anti-communist activities because he
had yet to become an anti-communist crusader. Se Boyer, pp. 116-117 and 125. I am
inclined to agree.

25. Yamamoto, p.,10; Le Caballac, p. 36; Hauth, p. 12; Ch'Oi, P. 113.

26. Boyet, pp.119-120.

27. For the 'sex cult' charge, see Kim, pp. 12-13; Yamamoto, pp. 20-21; Coates;
Boettcher p. 35; Bromely and ShuPe pp. ,ti]-49. This suggestion was vehemently
denied by Bo-Hi Pak in his testimony (Truth is My Sword pp. 41-43) and he produced a
police report listing the charge as 'violation of the military draft law'. But one cannot
be certain as to its validity since another charge profened by the Korean National
Police was 'forgery of official doomenls' . (KA Report p.353). Others speak of 'false
imprisonment' (Tozg-A ilbo newspaper, cited in ibid, p. 353 note 434), expounding a
'pseudo-religion' (Hauth p12), or'injuring public morals' (Ch'Oi p. 103).

28. Bromley and Shupe p. 49. But note that these authors tend to whitewash some of
the UC's least desirable traits and do not have access to the more detailed Korean and
Japanese materials as C-S Kim does. Among these materials are Arao.

29. Moon himself claimed to have been sub,ected to govemment repression during
this period, but Ch'Oi - herself an early Moonie - says that by 1956 Moon and his
followers 'were no longer regarded by the Bovemment as a heretical religious group
disturbing the social order'. See Ch'Oi, p. 103. Here also, the truth is impossible to
clarify, but is clear that the UC was looked upon much more favorably by the post-
coup regime. This is clearly implied in the &{ Report pp. 353-5. Cf. also Le Caballac,
pp. 153-4 and below.

30. For a discussion of the UC'S organization see below.

,31. lronically,theDiuinePrintiplr(DP)wasnotevenwrittenbyMmn,butbyhis
4l brilliant disciple Hyo-Won Eu (who also invented the air gun that made Moon
n wealthy), though reputedly on the basis of Moon's 'divinely-inspired' thoughts. See

Boyer pp. 118-9; Yamamoto p. 19; Pement, p. 17, note 1. According to UC sources,
the original text first appeared in 1952, and a first version was published in 1957. S€e
Barker, pp. 38 and 264, note 7, citing Chung Hwan Kwak p. 2. This is conoborated by
Mickler p. 5, who claims that Young-Oom Kim translated theDiulre Principleinto
English in 1956. But due to the presence of some scriptural enors and various
offensive passages it was subsequently revised and published anew in 1973. Herein
all references to the DP are to the 1973 edition, which was reprinted by HSA-UWC in
1977. According to Boyer (p. 125), the anti-commlnist passages in the book were last-
minute additions before it was published in 1957. If so, this would be of considerable
significance.

32. The following summary is derived from the relevant sections of the DP. For
Man's Fall, see Part 1, chapter 2, pp. 65-97; for lesus' failure, see especially Part 1,
chapter 4, pp. 139-53; for the Lord of Second Advent, see especially Part 2, chapter 6,
pp. 497-536 and passlm. Those seeking a less tedious acquaintance with Moon's beliefs
can peruse the summaries found in Hunt pp. 10$20 and Yamamoto pp. 73-93.

33. In this area, Moon departs significantly from the tnditional Christian
interpretation, which holds that Christ's death it#l/absolves Mankind from its sins.
Moon suggests thatJesus succeeded in his attempt to facilitate Mm's spiritual
perfection,butnotinphysicallyrestoringhumanperfection. Itisalsoworthnoting
that the blame which Moon had ascribed to the Jews forJesus' death has been
interpreted as blatant anti-Semitism by Rabbi A. James Rudin in his study, though I
think this is much overstated-

34. Here, it should be noted that Moon does not publicly claim to be the Second
Messiah, for he is well aware that such a claim would be reiected by the vast maiority
of Christians who he wishes to unite under his bmner. But this is a subterfuge, for he
often implies just that to his followers. See, e.g. Yamamoto, PP. 87-8, Barker, pp. 83
4. See also Sudo, p. 160, for an explicit identification of Moon as the Lord of the
Second Advent.

35. Pement, p. 12. Cf. also KA Reports p387, subsection (3).

36. Moos notes ('Olive Tree Movement', pp. 13-14) that this megalmnia is
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chara( teristic of 'New Religion' leaders - it is not at all peculiar to Moon. Nor are his
notions of Korea's providential importance and the advent of a Korean messiah, both
of whi:h were fundamental to many New Religions, including the influential
Chonndog Wan (the so-called Olive Tree Movement) led by Tae-Son Pak. See Palmer,
'Intro(luction' pp. 6-7.

37. lb,d.Moos,p.L4.

38. Tiris interpretation may seem odd, but I don't know how else certain Passages on
pp. 44 3-6 of the DP can be interpreted. Thus: 'It is only natural for the Satanic world,
which is headed toward a communistic society, to advocate socialism. This is because
Satan ,ould attempt to realize, in adaance, the course of the Heavenly side going
towar, I the socialistic system of economy...' (p. 443, emphasis added); again: 'The
communistworld is none other than this non-principled world in a psuedo-form of the
Princirrle in which Satan realized in advance the imitation of the Kingdon of Heaven
on earth, which God is going to restore' (p. tM5); and finally: 'there will ultimately have
to con'e a socialistic society centred on God' (p '144)' This aspect of the DP was first
brouglrt to my attention in the fine article by riShtist author Dinesh D'Souza, p. 32. ll
shoull be remembered that classical fascism and Nazism also had pronounced
socialittic components in their ideological panoply. Perhaps more relevantly, a

simila - sort of ;reversed communism' has been noticeable in the ideologies of many
post-v,arrapanese ultra-right movements. See Fujiwara, p. 77.

39. LP,p.49'1.

40. ) rmamoto, p.66; Barker, pp. 776-qSonta9, pp. 185-6.

41. \^'oodrow, p. 146. However, Japan's Soka Gakkai and other Nichiren Buddhist
sects . re extremely active in the political sphere. See Ivan Morris, pP. 140-2. For
more ,rn Soka Galikai see Brannan, Murata, and David Haselgrave, 'Nichiren Shoshu
Soka ( lakkai: The Lotus Eaters in Modern Japan', in Haselgrave (ed.) pp. 129-48; and
Whit€ For solid accounts of their electoral party (the Komeito) and its activities, see

Ronal.J J. Hrebenar, 'The Komeito: Party of "Buddhist Democracy' ', in Hrebnar, (ed'),
pp. 147-80; and Arvin Palmer.

42. V-'oodrow, p. 146. Cf. also the testimony of Allan Tate Wood, a former leader of
Moon s Freedom Leadership Foundation in KC/A-1 P. 25. B"rk"r, p.20, supports my
interpretation.

43. The earliest dating is given by Boyer p. 125, who atttributes this development to
the iniluence of rightist Korean Amy officers - including Bo-Hi Pak - that had becone
associated with the UC around that time. Others place the shift in the 1960's,

inclucling Yamamoto p. 18 and KA R eports p. 3L9. The latter Points out that this
coinciled with the KCIA's attempts to establish a broad anti-communist movement in
South Korea. Yet virulent nationalism is characteristic of the 'New Religions' (Palmer,

'lntro,luction', pp. 5-7), and it can hardly be doubted that Moon's imprisonment by
the N,)rth Koreans evoked some personal bitterness towards communism. See

Hauth, p.30.

44. See KA Report especially pp. 22-4,89-113,354-72; KCIA-1 and;KCIA-2, passim. T}:.e

following summary isbased on the material found therein, mpplemented by reliable
seconJary sources like Se-Jin Kim, pp. 111-18.

45. :,e-Jin Kim, pp. 9G8; KA Report, p. 19.

t'6. i :A Reryrt p. 18; Sungioo Han, pp. 770-7.

47. l-4 Report pp. 18-19; Se-Jin Kim, PP. 93-109.

The nrost detailed blow-by-btow account of the couP is aPParently the
pro-juntaworkMay16Kunsahyongmyonguichonmo(Seoul,Moonkwangsu,1964). See

also Se-Jin Kim, 'National government and Politics in South Korea', in Se-jin Kim and
Cho, (eds.), p.73.

1l8. ltcttcher, pp. 1$16, 20. However C-S Kim points out (p. 63) that Park may have
been an anti-communist infiltrator rather than a communist turncoat.

49. KA Reports, pp. 18-22.

50. :bid., pp.22-3.

51.. bid., pp. 23 and 89; Se-Jin Kim, pp. 111-118.

52. <A Report, pp. 22-3, citing Se-Jen Kim, p. 111.

53. <ARewrt, p.89. This merger was supposedly opposed by the U.S. CIA. See

ibid.1'.23.
j 54. ,o, 

". o.gunizational description of the KCIA, see Professor Gregory
I Henclerson's testimony in KCI4-2, pp. 5-9. He compares the KCIA to the Gestapo

i. and rhe NKVD. See ibid., p. 3.

55. {AReport,p.89.

56. bid..C/.J-HKim,pp. 19!8; S-JKim,NationalGovernment',inS-JKimandCho,
(eds)

57. turbyfill, pp. 14-5; John Saar et cl.

/ 58. rordocumentationseekftrsfomsouthKorea(Toyko, IwanamiShoten,nodate)
\ and larvev, both cited by Turbyfill, p. 15. In the same issue of the CAIB, see also
'*\ 

Hun riker. 
-

. 59. KA Report, p. 23. For details, see especially C.I. Eugene Kim,'The Third' 
Reprrbtic', in C.l. E. Kim and Y. W. Kim (eds.), pp. 2F34. Aside ftom the keyrole
play rd by Jong-Pil Kim and other KCIA officials, the most distinctiYe asPect of the new

I part was its elaborate 'two-stem'organization. In addition to a demooatic
ilepr esentative stem, Kim established an undemocratic KClA-controlled parallel stem

i kn;' vn as the Secretariat. As C. I. Eugene Kim notes (;,id. P. 33), '[t]he sesetariat

i stru, ture, as in some totalitarian politiial systems, could be an awesome instrument of
1 cont-ol by one man', so much so'that othei military couP leaders organized a DRP'-

r facti )n;hich opposed Jong-Pil Kim's political machinations, the sotalled'anti-Main
i Cun ent' group. 

-For 
more on these DRP factional struggles, see Kwan-Song Kim, pp'

' 181- 116.

60. tn other words, it may have been Jong-Pil Kim who crecled the disciplined,
hier,rrchical 'communist-like' structure thit today characterizes the UC. But even if he

did not, he certainly would have rmognized its potentialities for clandestine and
cov( rt,operations. The Precise role that he playid cannot be detemined until the
pha.es of the UC's organizational development can be further specified. See further,
belo w.

61. Boyer, pp. l25andespecially 129; Boettcher, PP.3940. lnfact, Kimseemsto
hav,' made the UC's subsequent economic growth possible bf seeing that its business

ven'ures in Korea were awirded govemment contricts. (Boyer, pp. 139-40) and

perhaps arrangtng for Moon to meet key JaPanese financiers like Ryoichi Sasagawa.

For more on the Japanese connection, see below.

62. See, e.g. Han, 'Political Parties and Elections in South Korea' in S-J Kim and Cho,
(eds.); C. I. Eugene Kim, 'Third Republic and DRP'in Kim and Young,- (eds'), 1976,

pp. S'a-+. tt sh"outd be pointed heri that Korean Political factions develop uound
irighly respected 'dominant personalities', who are thence obediently serued by
.oite.i"" oifotlowers. See S-J Kim, 'National Govement' in U Kim and Cho,
(eds.). Jong-Pil Kim was one such personality. For indications of factionalism ailhin
the KCIA, see KA Reryrt, pp. 96, 99 etc...

63. For the KCIA, see S-J Kim (1971), p. 155.

64. Boyerpp.137-8.

65. KARepolt,p.354.

66. This phase is Boyer's (P. 123).

67. Ibid.,pp.122-3.

8. lbid., p. 125. He claims that these four transformed Moon into the rabid anti-

communist he is today.

59. This short biography is derived from sections of the KA Report; Pak's own
testimony reprodu"ced i" fut ltozs; pp. 2-6; and a biographical sheet passgd out at the

first conference of CAUSA-USA - a Mbon political front - held in San Francisco on 4-8

March, 1985.

70. KA-4 Supplement, p. 4$8.

71. Testimony of Robert Roland in K Cl A-1, pp. 14-15; c/. Boettcher, pp. 4+41''

72. KAReport,p.24.

73. Ibid., p. 354; Boyer, p. 124. He also served as an aide to several US Eighth Amy
commanders.

74. KA Report, p- 354; Boyer, pp. 7234. Steve Kim also 'probably' serued as Tong-

Sun Park's'control' officer, accordingto KA Repoil, P.363.

75. This partialat staff position frequently serves as a cover for intelligence
operatives, and indeed Bo-Hi Pak ociupied a similar position from 1951 to 1964' See

supra , note 7l ,

76. KA ReWt, p. 354; Boyer, p. 724.

7. Boettcher, p.40.

78. KAReport,p.96.

79. Testimony of Wood, KCIA-1, p. 21; Woodrow, p. 152. For an example, see

Yamamoto, pp.27-8.

80. KAReport,p.355.

87. Ibid.; Boyer, p. 127.

82. ForT'ong-Il'scontracts, seeKAReportPp.366-9. Fortheweaponsproduced, see

ibid., pp. 326 ind 368. There is some controversy about the M-15s.

83. lbid., p. 365 ; testimony of Jai-Hyon Lee, KCI A-1, Pp. 9 and 27.

84. M5, 22September 1974, P. 6.

85. KARrport,p.SU.

86. This is the image one generally finds in 'official' UC sources as well as those

hostile to the churci. Seei. g., Barker, pp. t12-3; Sontag, pp. 79 and 93'

87. C-S Kim, p. 15.

88. Boyer, p. 125.

89. See below.

90. C-S Kim, p. 17.

91. lbid.; Boyer, pp. 125-6.

92. C-S Kim, p. 21.

93. Ch'oi. In his introduction to the volume in which Ch-oi's article appears, Palmer
(pp. 9-10) describes her UC background Since Ch'oi's desaiption is completely
iiiking i. time references, it is iripossible to determine what period it refers to, though

it must at least be accurate for the mid-1960s.

94. Ch'oi, p.104.

95. Ibid., pp. 104-6and 113.

96. One can easily verify this by consulting the voluminous literature on communist

organizational techniques. A partialarly thorough desaiption of such an

, inFastructure (in the Vietnameie context) is provided by Pike, esp. PP. 109-231 It is 
-t.also 

worth noting that many counter insurgenry specialists, e.g. French proponents of
'guene rmlutionnTire, have advocated establishing the same sort of coss-otting
ftruchrres to counteract revolutionary attemPts to mobilize popula support.

iZ. Ct 'oi, p. 101. Cf also a 4 January 1985 intelliSence memo, reproduced in KA-4 
-

Supplment)p.460, and Sontag p. 7, who lists ways in which Unificationism 'minors'
communism.

98. Ch'oi, p. 106. The UC also pcid influential locals to join the church, according to

another int;lligence memo. See I(A4 Supplment, p. 458.

99. For an outline of the ROK bureaucatic administration, see Cho in $f Kim and C-

H Cho (eds.), pp. 91-126.

100. CfMcFarland,pp.U-87. Interestingly,theParkregimea-lsogavetheO-liveTree
Movement a'rather free reign', although it had been permted by Rhee and Myong
Chang. This movement alJo developed a highly<entralized structure, making one

wond"er how much the success and organizational elaboration of various New

Religions depended upon govemment Patronage. See Mms, pp 17-18'

lO7. KARepott,p.373.

702. b4.,p.334.
103. Pak testimony in KA4, P. 177.

104. KAReport,p.323.

10i. KCIAI, p. 34. According to a December 1964 intetliSence rePort, Pak and Bud

Han reated iiCFF to help orga-nize the UC in Washington. See KA4 Supplment, pp'
459{0.
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106. YtAReyrt,p.324.

7O7. lbid.,py.324-5.

108. For more on APACL, see below. For more on the FC, see the pamphletFreedom
Centre (Seoul, APACL-ROK, no date). More interesting is the excerpt printed therein
from Jong-Pil Kim's speech at the 2nd Extraordinary Conference regarding the
founding of the FC. Among other things, Kim said: 'The Republic of Korea

Bovernment iJ willing to give whatever aid is necessary to the establishment and
subsequent 8:owth of suth an organization....'. Accofding to a financial statement in
that pamphlet, the ROK govemment had already contributed 9US796,231 for the FC's
establishmen:, and was engaged in raising another $US830,70 from other Korean
sources. See ibid., pp. 35 and 54.

7@. KARep,rt,p.356.
"11.0. Ibid.

11,1,. Ibid.,p.357. Thismaywellhavebeenthe'additionalassignment'Paklistedon
his US visa aJ,plication in January 1965 (ibid., p.364), which would indicate that he was
still employe<1 by the ROK government while working for the KCFF, since he took
over the latte the very day he was fomally discharged from the army. See ihd., pp.
324 and 364.

772. Ibid., py.. 118-9 and 323. Curtin's intelligence background is indicated by John
Roberts (1978 t p. 15. He had earlier served as an advisor to the Korean Second Army,
and also oper ed an APACL office in Washington DC in 1964.

173. KA Repr rts, p. 356. Mickey Kim was an aide to both Jong-Pil Kim and Chong- il
Kyu Park, he, rd of the ROK Presidential Protective Force. He also became head of the {
World Tae Kr;an Do (karate) Association, which received KCFF payments libid., p. I
363). ThisisrnterestinginlightofthefactthatmartialartssocietiesinJapanoften 1
serveascoveisforrnderworld.yakumandextremerightgroups. SeeRoberts(1978)p.\
11 as an example. Note also that another important UC member named Jhoon Rhee \
ownsachainofKarateshopsintheU.S..(KAReport,p.317). AccordingtoBoyer(p. il
130) Rhee ma v have been involved in training a private security force for the UC. i
114. KA-4 St.oplement, p.4b2. I

115. (AReptrt,p.358.

1,"16. Ibid. The first was Kyong-Eup Kim, one of Jong-Pil Kim's aides and interpreters
following the coup. When his KCIA links were discovered in September 1966 (ibid.,
p. 120) he wa ; replaced by Dong-Sun Kim, yet another KCIA officer.

117. KA-4Suoplmcnt,?.517. - 
\

1,18. lbid.,py.462-3;KAReport,p.72l. HendersonidentifiestheEighth KCIA t
Bureau as the one responsible for psywar, but he seems to be wrong J'
1.19. KA Rey rt, p. 355.

r20. Ibin.,p.358.

121. Testimt,nyof Wood,KCIA-I,pp.32-3. Cf. alsothatof Jai-HyonLeeinibid., pp.
8-9.

122. KAReprt,p.386.
123. Ibid., pt.343-5.

724. See ibid. pp. 325-8.

125. Testimr ny of JaiHyon Lee, KCIA-1, pp. 9 a\d, 22-3.

126. See beft,w.

127. KAReyrt,p.389.
128. Testimt,nyinKCIA-7,pp.39-40. HedescribedMoon'smethodasfollows:'You
makeyourselfavailabletoserve....Youcarryout...orders. Thenfinallywhenyour
seruices are indispensible, then you begin to dictate policy..... Basically, it is the "I am
going to sew(.you to death'approach'.

129. MS,23 ' 
jebruary 1977, p. 11 .

130. KAReyrt,p.352. Cf.alsopp.347-8,andBoyer,pp. 127and'136. Hepointsout
that mainstref,m churches and factions within the ROK Amy were leery of, if not
overtly hostil,, to, Moon and the UC.

131. KA RepL rt, p. 100. The PPF formed a power bloc that rivalled the KCIA.

132. C/. the \ iew of Boyer (p. 133). But one should also remember the prominence in
Korea of the so-called sadae, or 'serye the stronger' (and abuse the weaker) poliry. See
C-S Kim p. 51,.

133. For South Korea's human rights record, see Amnesty International (1975).

134. As of this writing, only one full-length study has appeared on WACL. See
Anderson anJ Anderson. This is an excellent joumalistic overview of WACL
activities, particularly in Latin America, but it is no substitute for a detailed historical
investigation of the organization.

135. Charles Goldman, p. 21. This article was originally published in an anthology
ediied by Eri, Jensen and Petter Sommerfelt, Under Daekc (Copenhagen, Demos, 1978),
then translatr.d from the Danish by E. C. Reed.

135. Details "egarding APACL's founding and early history can be found in four
pamphlets prrblished by the Chinese branch of APACL: see APACL 1956, 1957, 1958
and 1960. A':cording to the fust of these, the groundwork for establishing APACL
was laid at a 5 June 1954 conference at Chinhae, South Korea, which was attended by
representatives from Taiwan, South Korea, Vietnam, Thailand and the Phillipines.
The idea was apparently first proposed by Syngham Rhee (APACL,Deaelopments,
1956, pp. 1-51, the man hand-picked by the U.S. to head South Korea's postwar
regime. C/.. lsoAllen, p. 188.

137. For the American role in the creation of both the APACL and WACL, see the
summary jud gement of the Andersons, pp. 54-5. C/. also Laurent, p. 299, and
Chairoff, p. 451, who claims that both organizations were founded by the CIA and the
'spmial seruir'es' of NATO and SEATO. However Chairoff is a neo-fascist and
inteUigence operative posing as a left-wing ioumalist and his information must be
rierved with nore than usual scepticism.

138. Anders x and Anderson, pp. 47 andll-2. Cf also Goldman, p. 21, Kruger, p
12'l and Scott p. 204, for the involvement of KMT personnel in the Chinese APACL
branch.

139. For KMT control of the lucrative drug trade see McKoy, pp. 126-45,24G7 and
319-22; lamour md lamberti, pp. 93-115; Browning and Ganett, pp. 32-9. For
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background information on earlier KMT drug operations see Marshall (1976), pp. 79-
48. For the CIA's i4volvement see McKoy, pp. 90-145 and passin. This is even
admitted in Christopher Robbins' rather romanticized history of the CIA's proprietary
airline, Air America, an outfit which was largely responsible for logistical support of
saiddrugsmugglingoperations. SeeRobbins,pp.22543. Fordrug-relatedfunding
of APACL, see Goldman, pp. 21-2 and Kruger, pp. 13, 125 and 152, note 47. The
latter cites the example of a Laotian APACL official anested by Parisian police for
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Introduction

There are a couple of interesting chapters in Chapman
Pincher's recent The Truth About Dirty Tricks, (Sidgwick and
|ackson, 1991), especially the one about Harold Wilson's
'spymaster', the late George Wigg; but, despite the usual shower
of interesting fragments, mostly it is junk. Pincher's primary
strategy is clear enough. During the mid 1970s bureaucratic wars
between MI5 and MI6, Maurice Oldfield, Chief of MI6, used
Pincher to denigrate MI5, notably via a couple of stories
supporting Harold Wilson's claims that he was the victim of
operatrons by MI5. Unfortunately for Pincher, as a man of the
political right, by 1987 he was being quoted by people like us
agains: MIs, in support of the allegations of Colin Wallace.
Pincher has attempted to solve this dilemma by retracting his pre-
1987 claims about MI5 plots against Wilson. He began this in his
The Sp ratcher Affair:a Web of Deception, and continues in this new
book. The Truth About Dirty Tricks also contains a staggeringly
inaccurate chapter on the Colin Wallace Affair. After a life-time
of recycling official 'leaks', Pincher was a sitting-duck when some
of his old contacts in the Ministry of Defence fed him a barrow-
load ol nonsense about Wallace which he reproduces unchecked.
Here is part of Colin Wallace's response to that chapter.

Despite the fact that he makes generous use of the material
contained in Paul Foot's book Who Framed ColinWallace? Pincher
appears to be quite incapable of copying the facts correctly and
happily substitutes assertion for fact where there are any gaps.
Here are just a few examples.

p. 16(t 'Two years later [1968], when he was twenty-foe and still
workin* from his home in Randalstown, a senior Army fficr who had
spotted his enthusiasm asked him [Wallace] if he would like to work as an
Army i)ress Ofrrn....'.

I had moved from Randalstown thirteen years earlier, in 1955,
and had not lived there after that.

p. 16t) 'ln the following year [1973] the new Head of the Army
lnformation Seraices, Peter Broderick, whom I had known at Defence
Ministry headquarters, ilecided to allocate Wallace more dfinitioely to
what a,as known as Information Policy. This was the mutation moment
in Wallace's career. He u:as to engage in highly secret and controoersial
work...'

The use of the words 'was to' is thoroughly misleading
in that it conceals the fact that I had been working for Information
Policy from 1971. Peter Broderick's re-organisation of the Army
Information Services, which transferred me to Information Poliry,
was, as he told the Civil Service Appeal Board, simply making
formal an arrangement that had existed on an informal basis for
severalyears. The MOD and the security services had, therefore,
three years experience of my work with that unit before I was
formally transferred to it on promotion. It is significant that
neither MOD nor the security services prevented that transfer.

p. 160 'Clockwork Orange attempted to link the IRA with the KGB and
other foreign intelligence agencies supplying weapons and explosiztes.
Wallace, for example, had the task of planting a false story that a
submarine hail been seen off the lrish coast and had lanileil three
Russians.'

The Soviet submarine story was published in 1972, two years
before the Clockwork Orange project was created.

p. 762 'l haae not been able to establish whether Ministers were told about
lnformation Policy' .

Merlyn Rees has repeatedly stated in Parliament and in the
media that during his time as Northem Ireland Secretary and
Home Secretary he was not aware that Information Poliry existed

t!
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- i.e. at least five years after it was formed. To make matters
worse, Mr Rees is on record as saying that when my case arose in
early 1975 he was told by a senior MI5 officer at Stormont that I
was a 'filing clerk'. Similarly, Roy Mason has repeatedly denied
that he was aware of Information Poliry during his time as

Defence Secretary or Northern Ireland Secretary.

p.162'lnformation Policy was lnrgely an Army and Defence lntelligence
Seruice operation.'

Information Poliry was staffed by the Army and the
Information Research Department. During my time at HQ
Northern Ireland none of the staff belonged to Defence
Intelligence. Pinche/s failure to mention the IRD involvement is
very interesting because of the key input the department made to
the unit and the fact that its presence there has been widely
reported over the past years.

p. 163 'It is certain that Wallace was inooloed in the rather crude
ancoction of a diary of a disfficted IRA man, supposed to haae been

secured in a raid on an lRAhouse.'

The above comments indicates that Pincher does not
understand even the basic parts of my story. The 'diary of a
disaffected IRA man', to which he erroneously refers, was in fact
the first part of Clockwork Orange. That particular ePisode was
accurately reported in ITV's This Week programme on 26 April
1990.

p. 167 'His files apparently contained a copy of a forged letter to Merlyn
Rees implicating him, quite intedibly, in contributing to the IRA fund
Noraid. He shuoed it to journalists but thre is no eaidence that it came

ftom any British offcial source.'

Although the letter to which he refers was reproduced in Paul
Foot's book, Pincher does not even get the name of the alleged
organisation correct. The letter purported to come from the
'American Congress for Irish Freedom' and not Noraid, as he
claims. Also, I did not show it to any journalist, and I would
challenge Pincher to name any reporter who was shown it by me
during the 1970s. In fact, I only obtained a copy of the letter from
a press source in 1988. For good measure, Pincher claims that
the document could have been an IRA forgery. Not surprisingly,
Pincher fails to explain why the IRA should have wished to
discredit Merlyn Rees at a time when Mr Rees had initiated
various political changes, including the release of intemees and
political dialogue with Sinn Fein, approved of by the IRA. I
cannot recall any instance during my seven years at Army
Headquarters when the IRA produced forged documents, let
alone one of the quality of the one referred to. It is surprising,
therefore, that Pincher does not comment on the origin of the
other forgeries such as the 'Bloody Sunday' one listing MPs David
Owen, Stan Orme, Tony Benn, Paul Rose and Merlyn Rees; the
one'purporting to be Dennis Healey's opinion of the Common
Market; or the purported Labour Party election pamphlet. All of
these were produced to a standard far beyond the technical or
professional abilities of the Army Information Serrices in
Northern Ireland.

p.168'One note ex?ressed his UVallace'sl oiew that the next general
election woulil be dominated by personality factors, and that eoery ffirt
should be nude to exploit character weaknesses such as fnancial, sexual or
political misbehaaiour. lt was followed by names including Wilson,
Hmth, Maudling, Pym, Rees, Benn and Foot.'

The note did not express my personal view in any way. My
handwritten notes were nothing more than extracts from
documents passed to me in connection with Clockwork Orange.
As Pincher himself admits, he has never met me and, therefore,
has no idea what my personal view of the named politicians was.
It is, therefore, nothing short of disinformation for him to claim
otherwise.



p. l'.71 'Eoidence of Wallace's state of mind is contained in an essay
"Ulster - a State of Suboersion" , which he admits he wrote himself. His
own ,'onclusion toas that. . . .'

The 'essay' to which he refers was part of Clockwork Orange
and did not reflect my own thinking. Indeed, the documents
from which the 'essay' was constructed are still in my possession
and it is clear that the original material did not emanate from
Northern Ireland. In other words, my role in the production of
the 'essay' was similar to that of a sub-editor. The 'essay' was
later used by Airey Neave to form the basis of a speech which he
gave at Seaton Delaval, Northumberland, on 1.0 September 1976.

p. 1i'2'The commanders inooloed at the time, General Sir Peter Leng,
toho aas keen on psyops operations, and General Sir Erank King, haae
been .poted by a Ministry of Defence spokesman as saying that they were
not attare of anything called Clockwork Orange.'

Although Pincher is keen to quote the anonymous MOD
spokesman, he deliberately ignores (or is unaware oQ the report
whit h was published inThe Sunday Times on 18 February 1990 and
withdrawn from later editions following the intervention of the
Minrstry of Defence. Below are extracts from the tape recorded
teleph6ns conversation between Barrie Penrose of The Sunday
Timts and General Sir Peter Leng which led to the story. The
telePh6ng call begins with Penrose reading to the General an
extract from page 28 of Paul Foot's book, in which Foot refers to
General Leng and the Clockwork Orange project.
Penrose: . .. And how many people would have known about
Clockwork Orange? Would it... I am just wondering. . .

Leng: Well I think the senior intelligence officer would have
kno'rvn. Broderick [Chief Information Officer] would have
knorvn. Mike [Len] Garrett [Chief of Staff HQ Northern
Irelandl.. .

Penrose: . .. The acfual operation, I mean Clockwork Orange,
when it was first mooted was in fact Denis Payne - several people
havt' mentioned that - who was at NIO [MI5 - Chief of
Intelligence Northern Irelandl.
Leng: That's right. There was of course that branch as well.
NIO would come in and cross fertilise if they wanted to keep
something from the RUC ... .

Penrose: .. . . No, of course. It's just to see how, if you would
forgrve me, how the bureaucracy works. So Clockwork Orange
in this case comes from Denis Payne's office, so its Intelligence to
Intelligence, and you're shown it.. .

Leng: I'm not always shown it. Only if they need to involve
someone at a higher level.

Penrose: Right .... Clockwork Orange was poliry. This sounds
like.r statement rather than a question, but a statement asking for
confirmation.
Leng: And ClockworkOrange was poliry.
Penrose: ... .So, you knew obviously there was a five [MI5]
involvement in Clockwork Orange, but you obviously wouldn't
havt,known.....
Leng: The detail.
Penrose: The detail.
Lenl;: Correct.

p. 7'.t4 'Some of the leaks seemed so pointless that Major General lohn
Woo,lrow, another friend of mine who was in charge of Army Security at
the trme, was concerned aboutWallace's motioes.'

Like many of Pincher's alleged sources in Intelligence and
Security, Major General Woodrow is now dead and cannot
therefore confirm Pincher's claims. It is interesting however, that
Pincher fails to mention that General Woodrow had previously
beer. Director of Army Public Relations and had played a key role
in the setting up of the psychotogical operations unit in Northem
Ireland. Even more interesting, is the fact that one of the most
senior officers in the Directorate of Army Security at that time had
joined the Directorate from Northern Ireland where he had
worked closely with MI5. In particular, he ran an agent nimed
jamt:s Miller, who infiltrated Tara, the Loyalist paramilitary group
linked with the Kincora child sex scandal. Last year, the BBC's
Public Eye programme broadcast details of how MI5 had covered
up the sex assaults on children in the Home and had refused to co-
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operate with the government inquiry set up under Sir George
Te.r),. In an interview with The Sunday Times in 1987, Miller
admitted that his Intelligence handiers had instructed him to help
foment the Ulster Workers Council strilce in May 1974 as a means
of discrediting Harold Wilson. If General Woodrow did make the
comments attributed to him by Pincher, he may well have had
very good reasons for doing so, reasons which had nothing to do
with my alleged motives.

p. 174'He [Wallace] says that he became concerned about the salacious
material he was receioing about Wilson and Marcia during the election in
October and handed oaer his Clockwork Orange fles to his MlS contact,
whomhe neuer saw again.'

I withdrew from Clockwork Orange in September 1974beforc
the General Election was even announced. My mdn objection
was that more and more of my time was being diverted into
political disinformation rather than fighting terrorism. Only a

minute quantity of Clockwork Orange related to Harold Wilson or
Marcia Williams.

p. 175 'The RUC sent detectittes to see Wallace in London, where he was

speniling a few days acquainting himself with his new position. The
confrontation took place in Groxe's olfce and Wallace was rather
shattered when tolil about the documents.'

As the official records prove, this is a complete distortion of
what took place. RUC statements show that I was never
interviewed in London. I was intervewed by an RUC officer and
an officer from the Lancashire police at Army HQ North West
District in Preston on 6 Febraury 1975. On that occasion I could
not supply the officers with information about my work because
of the security implications. Subsequently, I sought and was
granted a private interview with ]ohn Groves on 11 February to
find out how much information about psychological operations I
could give to the RUC. Contrary to what Pincher claims, no
police officers were present at that meeting - or any other meeting
- I had with Groves. I then contacted the Head of Lancashire
Police Special Branch the following day and gave him details
about the background to the incident.

p. 176 'He [VVallace] should haae remained at home, but continued to

frequent the office to the annoyance of those Army men who knew the

circumstances.'

During the time I was suspended from duty, I continued to live,
at MOD's request, in the Officer's mess at Army HQ, North West
District. The Headquarters was then located in an old country
house known as Cuerdon Hall and comprised the headquarters
offices, the officers' mess and the GOC's residence. The MOD
asked me to remain there for two reasons: to give the appearance
of normality to journalists inquiring about my whereabouts; and
to enable me to avoid having to return to my home in Northem
Ireland where I would have had easy access to the Press. Even
Pincher must realise that it would have been very easy for the
Army to exclude me from the Headquarters had they really
wanted to do so.

p. 176'Seemingly unable to desist from meddling, Wallace says that in
luly 1976 he zorote to Airey Neaoe, the MP who was later assassinated by

the IRA in the precincts of Parliament. He claims that speeches which
Neaae made were based on material which he supplied.'

As Airey Neave's letters to me show, I contacted Airey Neave at
his request in1976. I do not simply'claim'that Mr Neave used
my material in speeches: a letter to me from Mr Neave in August
1976 requested me to update one of the Clockwork Orange
disinformation papers, 'Ulster - a State of Subversion', for use by
him in a politicil speech on 10 September that year. I still have
the original handwritten letter sent to me by Neave. Press
cuttings relating to the speech show that Mr Neave did use this
material. Similarly, an examination of further disinformation
documents shows fhat other material from my collection was used
in a speech by Mr Neave at the Young Conservatives in Brighton
on 6-Augus[ 1976 and. in a Conservative Party paper about
Northem Ireland issued in September that year. Furthermore, as

Mr Neave's other letters to me show, I continued to do work for
him during the following year until I moved from London to
Sussex. Pincher does not exPlain why, given Airey Neave's
excellent contacts with the Intelligence Services, he continued to
work with me and use my disinformation material at a time when,



accordin I to Pincher, I was regarded as a security risk by MI5 and
others rvrth rvhom Mr Neave was in regular contact.

p. 177 '(rn 5 August, after reading the row causeil W my report of the
alleged h.qging of 70 Downing Street, Wallace wrote to Loril Wilson
assuing tim that his fears that MIS were trying to iliscredit him and
undermire fii-s psition were justified, and claiming that he had been part
of the plo He gaae examples and claims that he asked for an interuiez,p
with Wil: on. He receioed no reply.'

I n'rote to Sir Harold Wilson, as he then was, on 2 August 1977
follo*,ing the publication of an article in the Sunday Obseroer (not
by Pincher) about the former Prime Minister's concems about
MI5. Marcia Williams (Lady Falkender) wrote to me on 5 August
asking for details of my allegations which she could forward to Sir
Harold who was then on holiday in the Scilly Isles. I did forward
the detarls to her and she confirmed that she had received the
material. More recently, in a letter to me dated 23Eebruary 1987,
she wrote: 'I did indeed reply to you in 7977 but I am afraid your
letter to Lord Wilson has now gone into storage with all his
PaPers.'

p. L79: The Ministry hail also failed to disclose the full nature of
Wallace': authorised work at the [Cit:il Sentice Appeal Board] hearing.
The briefng document gioing the full description of Wallace's tasks was
classified beuuse it mentioned his inuoltsement in disseminating
disinformation, though without any mention of Clockwork Orange, and
the Board members did not hat:e the security clearance to read it.'

This is simply nonsense. As the written statements made at
the Appeal by the Deputy Director of Army Public Relations and
the Institution of Professional Civil Servants show, the Board was
told that I did have a job description which was classified'secret'
and that I was involved in disinformation or'black propaganda'.

The members of the Board, as former senior civil servarits, were
cleared to receive classified information, but the MOD denied that
any second classified job description existed! In other words, the
MOD misled the Board to discredit the evidence provided by
Broderick (DDAPR) and the IPCS, not because the true facts were
classified, but because some 'psychological operations were
unlawful and/or unconstitutional.

p. 172 'While the lnformation Policy exercise was in progress, the Chief
of Public Relations at the Ministry of Defence in London, lohn Grooes,
had not been regularly informeil by the Army about it. When he got
wind of the way his staff u:ere abusing their contact with journnlists to
plant disinformation he objected, oerbally and in writing, to the Cfuil
Seruice chief at the Defence Ministry, Sir lames Dunnett anil to the
Secretary of State for Defence, Lord Carrington......At that stage, both
Dunnett and Carrington ileclined to interfere. Grooes was to perseoere
zoith his objections.... @. 173) lohn Groaes has assured me that he hail
net;er heard anything about it [Clockwork Orange].... (p. 174) ln the
middle of September ll974l, Sir Frank Cooper, the Cbil Seraice chief at
Stormont , had taken a decision that Information Policy must stop and, in
particular, that Wallace must be remooed. Cooper hail been undr
sustained plessure from lohn Grooes, the Defence Ministry's Chief of
Public Relations, and had also receiaed reports about Wallace's conduct

from Army Security. He held a meeting with Sir Michael Carey, the
Defence Ministry' s Permanent Secretary , and Groztes, in Carey' s offrce in
London; aSreement was reached that the Army should reoot to its proper
role in support of the cittil power and that it should not be allottted to do on
" doing its own thing , in the disinformation feld ." '

In the the three extracts quoted above, Pincher gives the
impression that for at least a year before I was finally moved from
Northern Ireland, the Head of MOD PR was greatly concemed
about the activities of Information Poliry in general and my role in

C)ne of the most curious sections of Pincher's assault on Wallace
concem:i Wallace's 1972'leak' to the journalist Angus McPherson
of the details of the British Army's planned 'Operation
Motorman', the move into the Bogside. Pincher comments:

'Why had Wallace leaked it, and what would have happened to
him had the authorities leamt (sic) what he had done?'

Reproduced here is McPherson's memory of the event - and his
evaluation of Wallace.
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By ANGUS
MACPHERSON

AT tJre height of tJre
Illster violence, in ttte
early 1970s, CoUn WBI-
trace was not Just an
Army prtss officer.

Ee was the most extraor-
dinary and voluble souroe
of injoraation about tbe
guerutB war tn NorthelD
freUuC to be found otl
et'"ber side of the Irlsb Sea.

As I Defence @rresPondeat I
sEt bours berng hrlefed on
'deeD beclgpund' ln hls llttle
ffice lD ArmY EQ 8t L'lsbutn

Fr lDfoln86m vas a bf'
{ltng tDUhDA

It Ers slssys rtghty prlntable
but I ddo"t dEsyE Prt rt lt I
susDect€d ooe d lt t&ctr and
srrsirest ut d tt Dw. But
muich of lt Evtd acsurate and
so hlebly clsd0ctl tt Elde 4Y
bslr 6taod @ cod.

Goveromt stteBDt! dncc
hrs dlsgaoe to *rlte htm ofi aE
a 'laotadr0' ed e Y8lt r
Mttt ', D€YE bld reter.

I had Do abubt at the tlme
aoal hBrE Dole Eor, tbst btr
lDfor0Btloo - 'd!s' or gBnutne

- cBrDe frE tle very higbest
EtUtary and sesuIlw lercl& Il
a,trd vben Coun twlstad tlre
tnrth he would brve coDddelEd
ie was lylng for bts courtry.

Aad I bsve Do (bubt thst
Wallsce ras uaiquely tJt st€d
by gpnemts eqd securtty cbl€fs,
dlDce thel aust have kDowD
vbat hd sa-< up to, snd Eade
Ilo attcJopt iD stap him.

Ee w8s inaeusely bard work-
nng, totauy dedicated and some
tloes discoacstingty nalve.

trt he sooetilxes decelved Jour
nellsts he also tooE, enortrxrlrs
chances sit! geoulne lntorEa-
tion he Eare tbeE

No doub? he trust€d bts
bosses tit"b a $mil8r dngle
Dtndedn€ss I can belleve t'bst
he would hsre treen bewudercd
.nd out o( bl8 d€pth l,' as now
.seems pdble, they Esolved to
Set dd of ilm and thut, }tlm uP.

ODce, h brleftnC me o the
shat€Cy d the IRA he showed
me traorcrlpts of bWEBal coD-
Yerlatlon! betweeu kaowtr
Rqptrblcaos.

Aut tbqy struck Ee as fa,Ies.
Tb€rc was a reosst abotrt I

shot soldier 'crytng orrt d
rhlm .. .' - I phrese used ln the
plsys of S€sn O'CaEey aod J.lf,.
Aynge but aot by a,qy modem
Irlshmsn fd ever met"
Dlslnfornatlon daterlal?

Nor, I don't doubt lL @ltn
never talked to me about poUU-
clans. My coveragp vas stricW
Eilltary.

But I ca,n recall emergtng
from I brleflng wlth hlm at the
end ot July l9?2 vttJr sw€atlng
palms and I blg prcblem.

Wallsce h8d ,ust glven me
full detatls - &mr to trcop
nuDb€rs end (bte8 - ol tlxe top
secEt Operstton Motolman.

At tbe dme t'b!(was tbe mo6t
ttculsh Bnd dllaffi operation
the Brltlsh Army hsd ,8ced
dnce the gccoad World W8r.

Ebldlers were to clear the
Note BoeEtde aEs d Lndon-
&rt7 where tbc IRA eeE dug
tn, ta foNe, b€hhd tenk tr8p8
and, lt s8s bellcved antl-tank
guDs and mlqtl6. If they
stsycd and foughtr a bloodbsth
was cert{rlD"

I batl a rcmartable scoop on
my- ba,nds. But could we be
recponslble for raming the IRA
tJxst 5,000 Brltlsh trcops sere
about to attack? My then edi-
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tor, Str David English of The
Datty Mail, instanUy ruled that
rre could not.

lf,y story sra not on ttte
stretts until the Centurion
tan&s a,trd Satadin ar:noured
cars vere slNadY terlng into
the Boedde,

lbe IIIA toem a,qYsaY. TheY
hsd slmct sll gPne' 8o t'he
Atmy's tears wete gloundless
aod the ool.Y &otbs rcre two
solpero sbot by roldlem

Weuacds brl€ilIrg d me was,
I bdr€oe, cJ€alF Pert of I
!6yops' €8erl,D - but udog
BeouiDe lolGEetlon - to try
anal scarc the IRA orL

We rather 6DolH lt by a.{ing
too nsp@slbly.

But.lt was an oDetsGbn thlt
tmk a fearf'J chaoce. Eoowlng

whst to eQect' 'the
MdoD8ls mlSbt bsre stoY€d

Whetber lt Tas Wauacde
tda or caDra from blSber uP. I
have Do ldea.

But the man wlth tbe autJpr-
'lW and Inovledge to Put it into
eltect was cleerlY no EaverlcE
Pr€6s ffioer.

,Eovtug Inosn the Ean, I Eru
convtoced thst hll ellegEtlons
a,bout dlrty tntcls nced to be
ta,kcn etrtr€Eely E€rlouslY.
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it in particular, yet was totally unable to control or move his own
staff.' That is plre fantasy. 

'Had 
Goves wished to move me out

of Northern Ireland at any time he could have done so without
anv warning and certainly without having to consult either the

DJfence Secietary or the Defence Permanent Under Secretary'. In
any €vent, he nid accepted the reorganisation of Army Public
Reiatrons in Northern Ireland in1974 in which Information Poliry
was rncorporated into the Army Information. Services for the

purp()ses 'of .orr".. Part of thit reorganisation included the

lrea'tion of my new post and the publication of my false job

description.
Morlover, when I was promoted to Senior Information Officer

in Sentember 1974to fill a long-term psychological operations post

in Ndrthern lreland, my promotion was approved !y Ight Groves

and without obiection h6m the security,services' Had Groves or
t-he s.rcurity ,"*i."t wished, they could have filled the post with
another officer, refused to establish it. blocked my appointment or
*ith.tru*t my security clearance.- Dyri.ng.the period when
C.orr"t was aliegedly #ringing his hands in despa-ir about what
action to takJ to- stop 

- Information Poliry, I was twice

recommended by Army Headquarters at Lisbum for the MBE for
mv work. Pincfrer's account of Gtot'es' role in the case has the

ai"tin.t smell of disinformation about it; and this becomes more

.U"t". when one reads a report which was published in The

Obrr*n on 4 February 1990 in which Peter Broderick, Deputy
Di;;"i;. of Army Public Relations at the MOD in 1974, is quoted

as saying:-- -d-f8* 
days before Wallace's 4pp"a, the. chief of public

."tudottt for tlie MOD [Groves] in London spoke to me on the

;li;;". He told ^", 
"io, knon' this Wallace chap is an active

'-"-U". of a militant volunteer force. He is an active terrorist' a

member of the Ulster Volunteer Force'" The suggestion was

iu"-ghuUf" - tnat sort of thing would have been knort'n about''

p. 17 4' His [Wallace's] t elephones at home and in his offi ce w o e t aVp ed.'

It would have been physically and technically impossible to tap
my home telephone foi the simple reason that I never had a

teiephone inst;iled there. Moreover, I had not lived at my home
from 1970 until I left the Province inl975.

Vronrsou, APnu,3, l99l

Bernard Fensterwald

By J.Y. Smith
Sulinjtcr hrt Suff writcr

Bernard Fensterwald, 69, a law'
yer who directed some highly Pub
licized Senate investigations and
later represented James McCord,
the Slatergate burglar who told a
federaliudge about the Nixon White
House ties to the break-in and vire'
tapping, died of a heart attack April
2 at Alemn&ia Hospital.

Mr. Fensterwald, who was
stricken at his home in Alexandria,
ttad beeo in the private practice of
law since 1969. He was a senior
partner in the firm of Fensterwald
& Alcorn, which has ofrices in Vl"
enna atrd fulington.

The son of a prominent familY in
Nashville, Mr. Fensterwald often
attractd aontroversy. It was sug'
gested from time to time that he
had worked for the CIA, and he
seemed to relish the air of mysterY
that this creatd. He would answer
queries about it with vague state'
menB to the effect that there was

"no evidence' that he was connect-
ed to the agency.

In 19?0, he took over the defense
of James Earl RaY, the convicted
assassin of the Rev. Martin Luther
KingJr., and handled his aPPeals.

A close student of the assassina'
tions of President John F. KennedY
and Robert F. KennedY, he was an

outspoken critic of the T[arren
Commission's conclusion that there

tud been no conspiracy in President
Kennedy's death. He formed a Pri-
vate Committee to lnvestigate Ar
sassinations, and at his death he

was president of the Assassination
fuchives and Research Center. The
ceoter is a PrivatelY funded non-
profit organization in Washington

that collects material on the King
and Kennedy assassinations.

From 1959 to 1968, Mr. Fen
sterwald held high staff Posts on

Senate subcommittees on consti'
tutional amendments, antitrust and
rnonopoly and administratrve prac'
tie and procedure. He directed
investigations of price-fixing, the
drug industry and finallY of allef
edly illegal wiretapping of James R.
Hoffa, the president of the Team'
sters union

Desprte aggressive examination
by Mr. Fensterwald, the Hoffa
probe failed to prove wiretapping
had been used illegally. But it led to
new laws restricting electronic sur-
veillance.

In 1973, Mr. Fensterwald took
on the defense of James McCord,
the former secgrity chief of Pres.
ident Nhon's 1972 reelection cam'
paigl and one of the five pennns
arrestd in the burglary at the Wa-

tergate office buitding in June of
tbat year.

Ilaving beeo convicte{ of the
break-in, McC,ord wrote a famous

letter td'U.S. District Judge Johni.
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Sirica in which he told how White
House and campaign officials had

advance notice of the burglary and

then sought to cover uP their roles
in it. The letter gave new impetus
to efforts to find high-level officials
responsible for it and eventua[y ld
to Nixon's resignation.

Mr. Fensterwald was a graduate

of Harvard University and its law

school and received a master's de'
gree in international law from the
*troot for Advanced International
Studies of Johns HoPkins Univer-
sity. He served in the NavY in the

South Pacific in World War I[.
He was in Washinglon brieflY

after the war and moved here Per-
manently in 1950, when he was

named assistant to the legal adviser
at the State Department. In 1956,

he resigned to work for Sen. Estes

Kefauver (DTenn.) in his canioaign

as the Democratic nominee for vice
president.

In addition to his larv Practicc,
Mr. Fensterwald was the founder
and president of U-Store Inc. and

Records Management Inc., which
are private warehouse and record
storage companies in the Washing'
ton area.

He was a member of the Alexan-
dria Y and helPed found its Y's Men.
He also was a member of the His'
toric Alexandria Resource Commis,
sion and the ArrrY Narry CountrY

Club.
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Western Goals (UK)

Mike Hughes

Organisation, History and Politics

In :he early years of the Thatcher decade, the radical or 'new'
right rvas generally treated as though it was a united palace guard
for libertarian Conservatism. More recently it has become clearer
that the radical right in Britain was, at best, an 'anti wet' alliance
between authoritarian i nationalist and libertarian / radical
traditions within the Conservative Party,l united by their
opposition to the dominant, mainstream tradition within the
Conservative Party. Once Thatcher's position as party leader and
then as Prime Minister, had been consolidated, it was inevitable
that cracks would begin to show in this alliance.

The f,rrmation of the distinctlv authoritarian Western Goals
(UK), in May 1985, was one oi the iirst symptoms-6ffiffi@
ffi.iiffiong the radical right.' ny rsaa it had ilrtua$
become open sectarian warfare in places, of a kind usually
encountered on the fringes of the revolutionary left. A note from
Marc Gordon (of the International Freedom Foundation [IFF]) to
his fellow libertarian David Hart (of the Committee for a Free
Britain ICFBI) reflected the problems that Western Goals were
causing them:
'It is not often that I believe we should act against "our own", but
Western Goals have now gone too far - and are positively
attempting to smear those who do not adhere to their rigid
authoritarianism. They are clearly very dangerous people with
little to lcse.'

In the accompanying report, Gordon identified the differences
between the two factions and reviewed the options available to
them.

'The problem has arisen because of fundamental ideological
differences between CFB/IFF/ISHR [International Society for
Human Rightsl and Western Goals. Whilst the former generally
takes a very libertarian line on most issues, Western Goals seems
increasingly obsessed with the ideas of racial superiority, a strong
state and jewish conspiracies. The questions is therefore whether
we should respond and, if so, how far do we go?
The folkrwing options are available:
1.) completely ignore Western Goals in the hope that this activity
will subside. This seems unlikely.
2) Monitor its activities and even infiltrate an activist into the
organisation. This is ready to start.
3) Respond directly through CFB. Challenge A. V. R. Smith to
face CFB directly rather than engage in puerile pranks.
4) Respond indirectly by stepping up the covert campaign against
Western Goals. The possibilities are limitless.
5) Approach A. V. R. Smith to deny any involvement in anti-
Westerr: activities while starting a proxy war by encouraging
those already engaging Western Goals to step up their activities.'2

In the end they seem to have adopted a version of option five,
though it is not clear whether they ever bothered to approach
Smith.

Marc Gordon's accusations about Western Goals (UK) feeding
stories about the libertarians to the press were correct,3 but at the
time both Western Goals (UK) and the open warfare within the
radical right fringe largely escaped serious media attention. In
part this was the inability of journalists to see Western Goals (UK)
and IFF as serious, and in part the tendenry of journalists to judge
Consen'ative Party radicals by the standards that are applied to
left-wing groups. Groups operating within, or on the fringes of,
the Conservative Party are not in the business of building mass
movements, but are power-brokers; their target grouPs are the
opinion formers and decision makers, their objective to set and
influence the poliry agenda. The CFB and Western Goals (UK)
are not intellectual heavyweights, nor do they seriously pretend
to be think tanks'. 

- 
They are ideologiially-motivated PR

agencies. The close connection with Thatcher and members of
her 'kitchen cabinet' of the CFB's David Hart made him
newsworthy, and apparently influential, in a way that the dull,
grey bovs that headed Westem Goals (UK) were not.a

While libertarians like Hart and the CFB had a more or less

direct line to some of the policy makers in the Conservative Party,
Western Goals (UK) have been building up a steady suPPort
within the Monday Club and its rank and file supporters. In an
interview with me in 1990, A. V. R. Smith claimed that Western
Goals (UK) had control of the Club, and subsequent events seem

to have confirmed this.s

It is difficult to assess the probable outcome of the current
conflict in the radical right. The domination of the Monday Club
by Western Goals (UK) has meant the defection of some
influential Thatcherite members like George Gardiner MP and the
more maverick |ulian Amery MP. Gardiner's defection, to the
Conservative Way Forward Group (a Thatcherism-after-Thatcher
group) hints that, out of office, Thatcher herself may become more
libertlrian than she was in office.6 This would certainly boost the
flagging fortunes of libertarians like Hart and the CFB, who have
recently seen a decline in their support within the party.

While the radical right portrays this schism as being simply a

conflict of two contrasting, radical, right-wing ideologies, one
'authoritarian' and the other 'libertarian', it is also about
'nationalism' and 'internationalism', and at an altogether more
seedy level, it is about personal prejudices, ambitions and
grudges. The personality clashes between Goalies and
libertirians date back to their days in the Federation of
Conservative Students and, while they spice up the political
clashes, they don't deserve a Sreat deal of attention. More
interesting is the conflict between the libertarians' individualism
and Western Goals (UK) nationalism and support for what it
describes as a 'pan-European order based on the values of
European civilisation'.7 It is a source of conflict understandably
played down by the libertarians who are only too aware that their
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own anti-statist line is not as consistent as it mieht be. Althoush
their classical liberal, individualist ideology is ipplied rigoroufiy
in the field of social and industrial policyl andiiso in rJspect df
European unity - it is suppressed *hen it comes to the civil and
military authorities which underpin the British nation state. For
Western Goals (UK), however, their cherished ,Western,,
'E-uropean' or ,'Christian' values are threatened not only by
Manrism but by liberalism - the classic liberalism of tni,
Iibertarians, the liberalism of social democrats and democratic
socialists, and what they argue is the unprincipled liberalism of
the multi-nationals and 'th6 connivance'of pirastatal financial
institutions with Communism'. 8

However it is dressed up as a right-wing, traditional
'con:;ervative' outfit, it is impossible to coiceive o1 this illiberal
bestiary -as anything but fundamentally authoritarian, if not
actu,rlly fascist. As will be seen, there is good reason to believe
that Western Goals (UK) has achieved exactly the sort of fusion of
conservatism and authoritarian nationalism ihat George Kennedy
Yourrg had aimed for in the early 1970's.e

Early Days

- W,rstern Goals (UK) was founded in 1985 as the British wing of
the American Western Goals Foundation, which had b"een
estat'lished in 1979 by,- amongst others, the ultra right-wing
9"9rqu.C^ongres_sman, laarry McDonald. Its early supporteri
included General |ohn Singlaub, with Carl ,Spitz,-Channell 

as
president and Linda Guell as chair. In 1983 Mcbonald was killed
when the airliner in which he was travelling, KAL 007, was shot
down by the Soviet Union. His widow subiequently formed the
Larry McDonald Memorial Foundation to fund and encourage
right -wing organisations.

By 1985 the Western Goals Foundation was a well established
member of the American radical right, and it is also said to have
established a West German subsiduary.e It was an important
independent fund-raising mechanism for the Contias in
Nicaragua and had produced a number of pro-Contra TV ads.
From_the-start it had particularly strong tiei (through McDonald
and Singlaub) with the Conservative Action Group and also
(through Singlaub) with the World Anti-Communist League and
its nrrmerous affiliates. 11

I" YgI 1985 Linda Guell came over to Britain to organise and
launr:h Western Goals (UK). Paul Masson, then a leading young
Conservative, was appointed its first Director and it initialy had i
Parliamentary Advisory Board which included MPs the Rev.
Martin Smyth, Patrick Wall, Nicholas Winterton, Neil Hamilton,
Bill Walker and former MP Stefan Terlezki.l2 Like its parent
organisation, Western Goals (UK) from the beginning was
intimately linked with WACL and its circle. At the time of
foundation Wall was President of the British Anti Communist
Council (BACC), then the British 'Chapter' of WACL. Also
prest:nt at the launch was Peter Dalty, responsible for running
BACC. The former Conservative Mp, Terlelki, was a key figurE
in the British section of the Anti-Bolshevik Bloc of irlut"i,ons
(ABN). Western Goals (UK)'s early links with WACL were
further confirmed when in March 19-86 Searchlight reported that
Paul Masson had been appointed to the International youth
Committee of the ABN and that the Young Monday Club had sent
a_delegation to the ABN conference, consisting of Masson, David
Neil-Smith, A. V. R. Smith and Adrian Lee.

'Splif with the Foundation

. Aj jl" beginning-of the investigation into the Irangate scandal,
the L:.S. parentbody-ran into serious trouble. Alth6ugh its role
as a lobbyist and fund-raiser for the Contras was well kiown, the
report of the Tower Commission confirmed that the Western
Goals Foundation, and Linda Guell, had been an important part
of Oliver North's covert machinery for passing money to'the
Contras. More damaging to the Foundafion, ai a .esult of the
investigation the Foundation's president, ,Spitz, Channell, was
accused of, and admitted, tax fraud. Guell immediately left the
Foundation to become Director of the Larry McDonald Trust.
When Westem Goals (UK) was challenged-about its links with
Channe[ thryugh the Foundation, a ipokesman for Western
Goals (UK) toldTime Out that it had split hom the Westem Goals
Foundation 'in late 1986' - after being told by ,American sources,

that Channell was 'not a reliable individual' - and was now
affiliated with the Larry McDonald Trust. The Foundation had
been wound up; or, perhaps more correctly, had been absorbed
by the Larry McDonald Trust.13

ly tllZ Western Goals (UK) had established its place in the
anti-left battle order. It played a prominent role in tlie campaign
against alleged 'left wing' charities like Oxfam, Cafod and War on
Want. They were not the only group involved in this campaign -in 1986, for exampie, the Economic League's manual Companies
under Attack, had already targetted a number of these charities for
criticism - but thev were, nevertheless, the group most publicly
associated r.r,ith it. In June 1987 they prrU'tirfria a .eport oi
Christian Aid (researched by David Neil-Smith) which was well
received by consen'ahve newspapers; and at the Tory Party
conference in October that I'ear the charities were the main target
of the Goalies fringe meeting, 'Alms for the Poor or Arms Ior
Communism?' This campaign continued in 1989, concentating
on the charities involved in 'Central America week'. A 'special'
Western Goals (UK) report, written by Michael McCrone and
Gideon Sherman (son of .{tred Sherman) was sent to the
Charities Commission. ia

At the same time Westem Goals (LX) were now emphasising
that it was an authoritarian, not a libertarian, conservative
group. In August 7987 the Kilburn fine-; reported a vitriolic attack
by Western Goals (UK) on Ken Li\ingstone MP (whose
constituency includes Kilburn): 'Livingstone and his friends in
London's Labour councils want to encourage more homosexuals
to come out of the closet and spread their pen'erted tilth. The gay
rights policy which he is preparing to put before Parliament in the
Autumn is typical of someone who is working to destroy the
family and traditional family values. It will mean more danger of
AIDS and that is just what Britain's enemies want.'1s

The 1987 General Election

The 1987 election strategies of both the Conservative and
Liberal parties involved maintaining the image of a Labour Party
riddled with crypto-communist extremists. The Liberals and the
radical right published their own lists of 'extremist' candidates.
According to the Goalies A. V. R. Smith, 'The more accurate
details of Communist aligned candidates (both Labour and
Liberal) which were widely picked up in the media were
contained in a briefing paper produced by Western Goals at the
outset of the election campaign and circulated to Conservative
MPs and right thinking journalists.'16 In a later interview with
the author, Smith claimed that the research for this Iist had been
carried out by Mark Taha, and the Western Goals (UK) list had
been the basis of a four-page special which appeared in the Daily
Mail under the byline of the right-wing trade unionist, Frank
Chappell. Curiously, David Hart has also claimed that the then
fledgling Committee for A Free Britain produced the same, or a
similar list.17 Nobody on the right has to look very hard for
official or semi-official information on the Labour left. It is the
sort of work in which the Conservative Research Department, the
Economic League, Common Cause and Industrial Research and
Information Services (IRIS) all have expertise. More recently, of
course/ British Briefing has been revealed to be doing the same
thing , part funded by CFB's David Hart, using the information
from Charles Elwell, formerly of MI5's F branch.17

Into Thatcherism's third term.

Events behind the former Iron Curtain meant that Western
Goals (UK) role with WACL continued to dominate its activites.
Thus it was hardly surprising to find a Westem Coals (UK)
meeting in 1988 being addressed by a representative from
CAUSA, the Moonie front which provided funds for the U.S.
Conservative Action Foundation (CAF) and the Committee to
Defend the Constitution (CDC). In |anuary 1989, David Finzer,
general secretary of WACL's youth wing, the World Youth
Freedom League , and closely associated with both CAF and
CDC, was reported as having been working with Stuart Northolt
and A. V. R. Smith to raise money for an 'Intemational
Conference' in April 1989 on the theme of 'Self Defence for
Eastern Europe'.18

Western Goals (UK) also showed a growing interest in South
African politics. They claimed to have an'African desk' in 1988,
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own antr-statist line is not as consistent as it might be. Although
their classical liberal, individualist ideology is applied rigorously
in the field of social and industrial policy - and also in respect of
European unity - it is suppressed when it comes to the civil and
military authorities which underpin the British nation state. For
Western Goals (UK), however, their cherished 'Western',
'Europeirn' or 'Christian' values are threatened not only by
Marxisrr but by liberalism - the classic liberalism of the
libertari,rns, the liberalism of social democrats and democratic
socialist;, and what they argue is the unprincipled liberalism of
the multi-nationals and 'the connivance of parastatal financial
instituti, rns with Communism'. 8

However it is dressed up as a right-wing, traditional
'consen ative' outfit, it is impossible to conceive of this illiberal
bestiary as anything but fundamentally authoritarian, if not
actually fascist. As will be seen, there is good reason to believe
that Western Goals (UK) has achieved exactly the sort of fusion of
conserv.rtism and authoritarian nationalism that George Kennedy
Young l,ad aimed for in the early 1970's.e

Early Days

Westt,rn Goals (UK) was founded in 1985 as the British wing of
the Anrerican Westem Goals Foundation, which had been
established in 1979 by, amongst others, the ultra right-wing
Georgia Congressman, Larry McDonald. Its early suPPorters
includeti General |ohn Singlaub, with Carl 'Spitz' Channell as

president and Linda Guell as chair. In 1983 McDonald was killed
when the airliner in which he was travelling, KAL 007, was shot
down by the Soviet Union. His widow subsequently formed the
Larry N1cDonald Memorial Foundation to fund and encourage
right-wi ng organisations.

By 1985 the Western Goals Foundation was a well established
member of the American radical right, and it is also said to have
established a West German subsiduary.e It was an important
independent fund-raising mechanism for the Contras in
Nicaragua and had produced a number of pro-Contra TV ads.

From tl're start it had particularly strong ties (through McDonald
and Singlaub) with the Conservative Action Group and also
(through-Singlaub) with the World Anti-Communist League and
its numerous affiliates. r t

In May L985 Linda Guell came over to Britain to organise and
launch Western Goals (UK). Paul Masson, then a leading Young
Conservative, was appointed its first Director and it initially had a
Parliamentary Advisory Board which included MPs the Rev.
Martin Smyth, Patrick Wall, Nicholas Winterton, Neil Hamilton,
Bill Walkei and former MP Stefan Terlezki'12 Like its parent
organisation, Western Goals (UK) from the beginning was
inlmately linked with WACL and its circle. At the time of
foundation Wall was President of the British Anti Communist
Councit (BACC), then the British 'Chapter' of WACL. Also
presenr at the launch was Peter Dally, responsible for running
BACC. The former Conservative MP, Terlezki, was a key figure
in the British section of the Anti-Bolshevik Bloc of Nations
(ABN). Western Goals (UK)'s early links with WACL were
further confirmed when in March 1986 Searchlight reported that
Paul lr{asson had been appointed to the International Youth
Commrttee of the ABN and that the Young Monday Club had sent
a delegation to the ABN conference, consisting of Masson, David
Neil-Srnith, A. V. R. Smith and Adrian Lee.

'Splif with the Foundation

At the beginning of the investigation into the Irangate scandal,
the U.ll. parent body ran into serious trouble. Although its role
.as a lobbyist and fund-raiser for the Contras was well known, the
report of the Tower Commission confirmed that the Western
Goals Foundation, and Linda Guell, had been an important part
of Oliver North's covert machinery for passing money to the
Contras. More damaging to the Foundation, as a result of the
investigation the Foundation's president, 'Spltz' Channell, was
accused of, and admitted, tax fraud. Guell immediately left the
Foundation to become Director of the Larry McDonald Trust.
When Westem Goals (UK) was challenged about its links with
Channell, through the Foundation, a spokesman for Western
Goals (UK) toldTime Ozf that it had split from the Westem Goals
Foundation 'in late 1986' - after being told by 'American sources'
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that Channell was 'not a reliable individual' - and was now
affiliated with the Larry McDonald Trust. The Foundation had
been wound up; or, perhaps more correctly, had been absorbed
by the Larry McDonald Trust.13

By 7987 Western Goals (UK) had established its _place in the
anti-left battle order. It played a prominent role in the campaign
against alleged'left wing' charities like Oxfam, Cafod and War on
Want. They were not the only group involved in this campaign -
in 1986, foi example, the Economic League's manual Companies

under Attack, had ilready targetted a number of these charities for
criticism - but they weie, nevertheless, the SrouP,most publicly
associated with it. In June 1987 they published a rePort on
Christian Aid (researched by David Neil-Smith) which was well
received by conservative newspapers; and at the Tory Party
conference-in October that year the charities were the main target
of the Goalies fringe meefing, 'Alms for the Poor or Arms for
Communism?' Tliis campaign continued in 7989, concentating
on the charities involved in'eentral America week" A'special'
Western Goals (UK) report, written by Michael McCrone and
Gideon Sherman (son 

-of Alfred Sherman) was sent to the
Charities Commission. ra

At the same time Western Goals (UK) were now emphasising
that it was an authoritarian, not a libertarian, conservative
group. In August 1987 the Kilburn Times reported a vitriolic attack
6y Western Goals (UK) on Ken Livingstone MP (whose

constituency includes Kilburn): 'Livingstone and his friends in
London's Lhbour councils want to encourage more homosexuals
to come out of the closet and spread their perverted filth. The gay
rights policy which he is prepiring to put before Parliament in the
eirtunin is typical of someone who is working to destroy the
family and triditional family values. It will mean more danger of
AIDSand that is just what Britain's enemies want.'ls

The L987 General Election

The 1987 election strategies of both the Conservative and
Liberal parties involved maintaining the image of a Labour Party
riddled with crypto-communist extremists. The Liberals and the
radical right prititsn"a their own lists of 'extremist' candidates.
According to the Goalies A. V. R. Smith, 'The more accurate
details oI Communist aligned candidates (both Labour and
Liberal) which were widely picked up in the media were
contained in a briefing paper pioduced by Western Goals at the
outset of the election clmpaign and circulated to Conservative
MPs and right thinking iournilists.'16 In a later interview with
the author, 

"Smith 
claimed that the research for this list had been

carried out by Mark Taha, and the Western Goals (UK) list had
been the basii of a four-page special which appeared in the Daily
Mall under the byline bf the-right-wing trade unionist, Frank
Chappell. Curiously, David Hart has also claimed that the then

fledgling Committee for A Free Britain produced the same/ or a
simiiar iist.17 Nobody on the right has to look verv hard for
official or semi-officiaf information on the Labour left. It is the

sort of work in which the Conservative Research Department, the

Economic League, Common Cause and Industrial Research and
Information Sirvices (IRIS) all have expertise. More recently, of
course, British Briefng has been revealed to be doing the same

thins , part funded Uv CfS's David Hart, using the information
fronicliarles Elwell, formerly of MI5's F branch.I;

Into Thatcherism's third term.

Events behind the former Iron Curtain meant that Western
Goals (UK) role with WACL continued to dominate its activites'
Thus ii was hardly surprising to find a Western Goals (UK)

meeting in 1988 6eing'addressed by a representative from
CAUS,{, the Moonie 6ont which provided funds for the U'S'
Conservative Action Foundation (CAF) and the Committee to
Defend the Constitution (CDC). In January 1989, David Finzer,

general secretary of WACL's youth. wing, .the World Youth
Freedom Leagu6 , and closely-associated-with both CAF and

CDC, was rep"orted as having been working with Stuart Northolt
,"a-'a. V. 'R. Smith to iaise money Tor an 'International
Co.tfu.".t."' in April 1989 on the theme of 'Self Defence for
Eastern Europe'.18

Western Goals (UK) also showed a growing interest in South

African potitics. 'ihey claimed to have an'African desk' in 1988'



although this is most probably another name for Northolt and/or
Smith. Their own contacts with right-wing forces in Namibia,
4.gotu and Mozambique, and -with ine South African
C^onservative Party, were drawn into the WACL empire. In July1988 \Aestern Coals (UK) helped organize a visit io Britain by
l9*ptr Savimbi of,the Angolan UNIf"a, and held a briefing witir
him in the House of Commons, attended, it was claimea',Ay iO
lVesterrr Goals (UK) MPs'. Who these Mps were, and what
formal links they had with Westem Goals (UK) is another
question, especially since it seems that their original sponsoring
'Partiam,entary 

4d_yi:o.y Body' had ceased to fun"ction.' (There iE
no evitlence of Winterton, Hamilton or Walker,s continued
involvement with them, and Terlezki is no longer in the House of
Commc'ns.)

In. February 1989 Western Goals (UK) issued a press release
condemning proposals to ammend the law to permit war crimes
trials in Britain. 'The British Government,, it ioncluded, ,would
be well advised not to allow. British Iustice to be perverted as part
of a communist disinformation ploy,.re The notepape. o., *ili.h
the_press release was issued give the names of'Westem Goals
(UK)'s vice presidents. _ATp"g them was the long standing
supporter, Unionist MP Martin Smyth, who hai been X
promint,nt campaigner for war crimes trials. He immediately
resignett.

In ]une it turned its attentions back to southern Africa, with a
lengthy pro-South Africa/UNITA ,Discussion papel , Namibia _
what khrd of Independence?. lt was the latest'in a series of
pT^rp_rygtr with a robust pro-South African line, including
ANCIIRA Partners in Terror and Crlsrs in South West Africa. Thi;
latter pamphlet coincided with a visit to Britain bv Andries
Treunicht and Clive Derby-Lewis, respectively leader a"nd foreign
affairs spokesman of the South Afiican Conservative partv:.

flthguq! officially hosted by the then recentlv-formed Anglo_
South African Fellowship, t6e visit was exclusively a West?rn
Goals (UK) show. PR was handled by ,A. V. R. Smith
Associates'. In addition to Smith,s own number, the contact
numbers- provided on the press release included those of Cregory
Lauder-Irrost (Chair of ihe Monday Club,s Foreign afhir's
9glrli,:"g] and.Christopher Forster (Chair of the Aiglo_South
African Fellowship). Both were active Goalies _ Lauder_"Frost had
just, become one of its vice presidents, and Forster had been
working as a part-time researclier for them.

Western Goals (UK) was by now part of attempts to create a
euronationalist axis,. apparently based round European WACL
associates. In time for the 1989 Tory Conference, Westem Goals
(UK). latrnched European Dawn. Edited by Northolt and run by
Smith, l:uropean Dautn seems to have been the successor to the
:ht.l:lr.""9 -YoylS European, and was described as being
published 

-by Western Goals (UK) on behalf of yEWF, (youn[
Europeans for World Freedom, the WACL youth organisation).20"

- Eur-opean Dawn was an undisguised euronationalist
broadsheet. Its logo superimposed the i-rap of Europe on to the
sort ot celtic cross used bythe British National party. Northolt,s
obsession with this symbol goes back to the late seventies when
he used it in Dreadnought, the Uxbridge young Conservatives
Newsletter which he edited. The first (and only:?) two issues of
European Dawn contained substantial articles in support of the

EuR@PEANODnwm
lgpublicans in Germany and the Front National in France.
Northolt's covering letterwhich went out with the first issue also
mentioned 'a private dinner of the Western Goals (UK) Executive
Committce at which the guest of honour was Major Roberto
D'Aubuisson of El Salvadois ruling Arena par$,. It announced
that 'as a result of this meeting a Litin AmericJn Directorate has
been established'. Northolt a'iro arrno,r.rced that D,Aubuisson,
one of the organisers of the El Salvadorean death squads, had
agreed to become an honorary patron of Western Coats 1Uq.

_ ^The 
Goalies fringe meeting at the Tory Conference, on October

12 7989, was. jointly-sponsored by European Dawn. Derby-Lewis
was the main speaker, but the Front Nationa/ membei of the
European Parliament, Yvan Blot, also spoke. Western Goals
(UK)'s own press release for this meeting neatly summed up their
political position: 'Weste_m Goals eKl the 

-group 
sponsoring

tonight's meeting, is a London-based right-i,ing' organisatioX
devoted to the preservation of traditional Western vilues and
European culture, and it opposes communism, liberalism,
internationalism and the "multi-culfural society,,.

Western Goals (UK) were, in effect, now acting as unofficial
ambassadors for the South African Conservative Party, the
German Republicans, the French Front National and the 

-Arena

Party in El Salvador. It was a role that suited them. Because
Western Goals (UK) was small and 'fringe', it attracted
comp_aratively little attention; and though this was frustrating for
the. Goalies' leadership, it allowed them the freedom to puisue
their aims unhindered by any damage limitation exercises-by the
Conservative Party Central Office or leadership. Howevei, its
firm foothold (through the Monday Club) in a 'respectable'British
party, makes it an important example for other eurofascists
attempting to establish themselves as respectable parties.

When Clive Derby-Lewis returned to Britain in July 1990, A. V.
R. Smith arranged for him to attend the WACL conference in
Brussels, and, a few days later, his first meeting with the Frozf
National's leader Le Pen. Western Goals (UK)'s own publications
began to take on a more or less overtly anti-semitic character and,
according to two sources, there was at least one meeting between
the pan-European fascist League of St. George and Ndtholt and
Smith. One of these sources suggested thit this had caused
controversy within Western Goals (UK)'s ranks, with Lauder-
Frost demanding an end to meetings with the League.21 When I
challenged A. V. R. Smith about these meetings he denied them.
Keith Thompson of the League of St. George also denied any such
meetings had taken place - but said he admired the Goalieswork:
'I've seen their stuff and I think its great.' Links between Western
Goals (UK) and the British National Party (BNP) are easier to
establish, and were openly discussed in the BNP magazine
Spearhead. The article described how BNP members had turned
up at the Western Goals (UK) meeting with Treunicht at the Royal
Commonwealth Society and had been stopped from selling
Spearhead. The article criticises the Goalies ?or not having th6
courage of their nationalist convictions: 'Their line was the
familiar one: "Oh yes, I agree with all you say, but keep it
quiet".._..Their greatest fear is that of being embarassed by their
nationalist acquaintances turning up to their gatherings and
compromising their "respectable" credentials.'

It is, of course, possible that the BNP, who claimed to know
'roughly half the Tory types there', are overstating their
acquaintance with the Goalies. However it must be remembered
that Stuart Millson, one of the original Western Goals (UK)
activists, and at the time a close friend of Smith and Northolt,
defected to the BNP in 1986. In Yorkshire a BNP activist, Sean
Pearson, was also active in the Monday Club there, in a branch
run by Anthony Murphy, an elected member of the Club,s
national executive and Western Goals (UK)'s main contact in the
region. Murphy was expelled from the Bradford Conservative
Association for distributing racist leaflets in the streets. He
maintained his party, and therefore, Club membership, by joining
the Thurrock Conservative Association.22

Another important intermediary appears to be the historian
David-Irving who appeared {uring 1990 at meetings organised by
both Lauder-Frost and the BNP.- Irving's FocuJpotiy Group,
and the 'Clarendon Club' organised by hlm (and peihaps the
similar but almost unknown 'Riverside Club') are a natural
meeting ground for a variety of nationalist movements.B

The Next Step?

_ The resignation of Margaret Thatcher and her replacement by
fohn Major was a significant blow to the ambitions bf the radicil
rght. Although Major was generally backed by radical right
Tories, he was an unknown quantity to many of them. He had
lo-t besr a joiner of fringe movements or an ideologue, and
although the radical right seem to feel confident about hii'robust,
approach to fiscal poliry, they are thoroughly suspicious of his
attitudes on social issues and European unity.2a Neither the

I
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atithoritariarVnationalists nor the libertarians will be in a position
to iniluence his policies in the way that the libertarians were
under Thatcher. The Western Goals (UK)/lr4onday Club faction,
in particular, must be expecting to be kept firmly on the sidelines
llMajor, who has a reputation for taking a tough line against old-
fashioned Tory white suprematism. The fi6ertariani, on the
other hand, must also be_aware that Major's need, and perhaps
inclination, to distance himself from his predecessorl speils
problems for them. It is hard, therefore, n-ot to envisage both
factions playing a largely oppositional role in Conservative party
politi,:s in the immediate future; acting, that is, as a sort of radicai,
nos-talgic, party conscience, rather than as a source of inspiration
and ideas, or useful market research on the governmeni's own
partll -baked ideas, as they were under Thatcher.

With little place now for Western Goals (UK) in a Conservative
Party trying to establish a 'more caring' image, there is not much
point in them treating the new leadership with caution. With
Western Goals (UK) in control of the Monday Club, and with
nothing to lose by upsetting the Party leadership or Central
Offict', the prospect for the developing eurofascist/ultra right-
wing axis could be interesting.

Notes

1. Thr, 'New Right' and those around Keith Joseph and Thatcher worked hard to
portrav the Conservative Party before them as devoid of ideology. See, for example,
Joseph s introduction toThe Case for Priaate Enterprise (ed Cecil Turner, Bachman and
Turner, 1979). However, mainstream Conseruative Par$r ideology had been well
workecl out. Quintin Hogg, for example, inhisThe Case for Conseruatism (Penguin,
1947), widely available second hand, gave it one of its most complete and popular
expressions; and Philip W. Buck's 1975 compilation How ConsmatiaesThizl< (Pelican),
also enrphasised the development of a Conseruative ideology.

2. Unpublished document in possession of the author.

3. I spoke to one iournalist who remembered being given anti-libertarian material by
Western Goals (in the fom of Smith, Northolt and Stuart Millson) in early 1986.

4. Western Goals (UK), the Campaign For a Free Britain and the Intemational
Freedom Foundation are ignored in Maurice Cowling's interesting history of the
British 'new right'in Encoarlr, November 1989.

5. Intt'rview with A. V. R. Smith: - 'They have all the key positions now - I mean all
of them....Although the "right wing element" have acted independently of us it ls
encouraging to see how many Western Goals members have cropped up as successful
in the last U990l elections.' See also David Rose, 'Far right takes over Monday Club,,
inThe Obseruer,24 February 1991, and the denial by Lauder-Frost in the letters column
the following Sunday (3 March 1991).

6. News of Gardiner's departure from the Monday Club and his involvement in the
new grouping The Conseruative Way Forward broke in January 191. Conseryative
Way Forward was not formally launched until March 19. Its aim is to 'mobi-lise
support in the Conseruative Party for the ideas and values of Margaret Thatcher and
promote discussion of how they may be developed'. lts first council meeting (on
March 20) was chaired by Cecil Parkinson and it was said the have the active support
of Norman Tebbit, Keith Joseph, Nicholas Ridley and john Moore. While it looks
suspiciously like a Thatcherite rearguard made up of 'yesterday's men', it is not
possible yet to dismiss their ability to mobilise and sustain an opposition within the
Tory Party to Maior's'social market' policies, which do not yet seem to have any
organised support (or to have been thought through very far). The aims of the CWI
were quoted in a page{ength feature on 'The Thatcher Factor' in the Stnday Telegraph,
March 17 1991, which also desoibed the personnel and political aims of two other
Broups in the Tory Party, the No Turning Back Group and The Bruges Group.
7. WC (UK) 'Dscussion paper on Namibia', 1989.

8. WC (UK) recruiting leaflet, 1989.

9. Is Westem Goals (UK) a fascist organistion? If fascism is a political ideology, and
not merely a collective noun for a number of similar political movements active in the
1920s, '30s and',10s, then it is hard not to conclude the WG(UK) is fascist. Among
those features supporting this view are:- its nationalism, its authoritarianism and its
raciaVculturaVreligious suprematism; its anti-liberalism, obsessiye anti-communism,
and support for pan-European nationalist order; and its promotion of the idea of an
intemational financial conspiracy.

10. TheGermanbranchisrefenedtoinlabsterT2,p.3T. Thesedays,inadditionto
their connections with the Republicans in Germany, they describe Conservative
Action as their Geman 'sister group'.

11. It also seems to have had some sort of link with the U.S. branch of IFF through
Congressman Philip Crane (a member of the IFF journal's advisory boad) and Jack
Abramoff (head of the IFF main advisory board and a member of the organising
committee for the larry McDomld Memorial Dinner). However, this link does not
apply nr the IFF group in Britain. Mac Gordon is the Drector of IFF in Britain.

12. The 'Parliamentary Advisory Board' seems no longer to exist - if, indeed, it ever
did an1'thing other than lend its name to the launch of the group.

13. It is not clear how long the Foundation survived Guell's departure and Channell's
indictment.

14. WG (UK) made fomal complaints to the Charities Commision on at least four
mcasions:
2LMay 1987, against Christian Aid, Oxfam and War on Want;
20 November 1987, against Christian Aid;
14 March 1988 against Christian Aid, Oxfam and War on Want;
1 April 1989, against Christian Aid, Oxfam, War on Want, Traidqaft and Cafod.

15. Although the Committe for a Free Britain used anti-gay material during their
anti-Labour campaign in 1987, it was restrained by comparison.

16. In a letter to the anarchist magazine Black F lag, 2 March 1990.

17. OnElwell,BritishBtiefingetal,seee.g.DavidRoseinT'heOblms,23December
1990, and Richard Norton-Taylor in The Guardian, l0 December 190.
18. T-heGuardian,9fanuary1989. Theconferenceispresumablythe'najorinaugural
conference in April next year'promised,inYotng Europeatr, October 1988. It is uncleu
when this fund-raising was happening. The text of the letter from Finzer to Slaya
Stetsko of the ABN suggested that neither Smith or Northolt were known to her. If
this is so then it must have been in early 1988 since, as will be shown, by the time of
the Tory conference in October 1988, Madame Stetsko can hardly have failed to have
noticed these two rising stars of WACL.

19. The 'communist disinfomation' line is common to many of the WACL affiliates,
some of whom - ABN for example - with collaboration with the Nzis in their history,
have pretty pressing reasons not to want that partialar bit of the past looked at.

20. European Dawn, widely reported at the time, was predominantlv a platfom for Le
Pen and former Whffen-SS leader of the Geman Republicans, Franz Schonhuber.
See, for example Searchlight, October 1989.

21. This story was given to me unsolicited, and as far as I can estabLsh, inadvertently,
by a senior figure in the BNP and confirmed by a leading figure in the Mondav Club
and WG(UK).

22. Interuiew with A. V. R. Smith:
author -'l understand Murphy's now in Thunock Con*rvative Assriation'.
Smith - 'Well everyone's in Thunock. I'm in bloody Thunock - enabling me to daim
on the one hand that I'm "not politically aligned", but on the other hand to remember
(sic) that I am in fact a member of Thunock. I think every right winger in the country
is a member of Thurrmk.'
23. Further evidence of fascist interest in the activities of Westem Goals (UK) was
shown in July 1990 when the anti-semitic broadsheet, Candour, rcpinted in full, and
with acknowledgement, the Westem Goals (UK) 'Viewpoint Paper' , The Mandela
Myth.

24. lt is one of the curiosities of this group that though they believe in the 'global
banking conspiracy', the fust cousin to the 'lewish global banking conspirary', their
hostilty to money-lenders never persuades them to lmk closely at the City o] London,
right under their noses. James Gibb-.Stewart, for enmple, in his Tfte Finanre Factor
lauds Mrs Thatcher as 'the single most intractable obstacle to banking hegemony that
Euromania has yet encountered', and attributes to non-LIK bankers the disastrous high
interest rate policies of the Thatcher govemments.

Western Goals{UK): Who's Who.

Thomas f . Bergen - Vice President (listed once, in October L989).
US citizen, SenatorJoe McCarthy Foundation, A.B.N.; article in
European Dawn.

Sir fohn Biggs-Davison - Now deceased. Early Western Goals
(UK) leaflets claimed his support, though he neverbecame a
patrorl/vice president. His early support, and that of Peter
Dally's points to continuity between Western Goals (UK) and the
British Anti Communist Council (BACC) (and thus to WACL).
Peter Dqlly - Vice President, Chair of British Freedom Council
(successor to BACC). Regular writer in Asian Peoples Anti
Communist League iournal Asian Outlook. Billed at Western Goals
(UK) 1988 Tory Conference as 'former editor of lntelligence Digest',
Kenneth de Courcy's newsletter.
Clive Derby-Lewis - Attended the 22nd WACL conference in
Brussels fluly 1990) as Western Goals Institute delegate. The
press release (30 July 1990) described him as a vice president of
Western Goals, the first mention of a position in Western Goals
(UK). Commandant Derby-Lewis is foreign affairs spokesman of
the South African Conservative Party. On the lune 1989 Western
Goals (UK)-organised visit to the UK he accompanied party leader
Andreas Treunicht. That October he addressed the Westem
Goals (UK) fringe meeting at the Tory Conference. During his
1990 visit Western Goals announced that he had met with a
number of Tory celebrities including Lord Hailsham and former
NF-supporting tennis player Buster Mottram; that he addressed a
House of Lords Monday Club meeting hosted by Lord Sudely,
and a South West Essex Monday Club banquet with MPs Teresa
Gorman, Teddy Taylor and Tim Janman, at which he was 'praised
for his robust defence of Western Values and Civilization in
Southern Africa'. He also attended a'select'dinner in Whitehall
for'Conservative Parliamentarians, Parliamentary candidates,
councillors and party officials'. (The neo-nazi historian David
Irving was spotted in the Houses of Parliament just before the
Lords meeting, and also that night at a Monday Club Foreign
Affairs Committee meeting in Whitehall - organised by Gregory
Lauder-Frost - at which Derby-Lewis was speaking.) Derby-
Lewis also appeared on the Sky TV programme hosted by
Norman Tebbit MP and Austin Mitchell MP.
Roberto D'Aubisson - Ex military commander in El Salvador, a
senior position in the Arena Party. According to A. V. R. Smith
(interview with author) Westem Goals (UK) had been
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corresponding with him for some time before his 1989 trip to
Britain. During this visit Westem Goals (UK) hosted a dinner in
his honour, and D'Aubuisson agreed to join its list of patrons.

David Finzer - Washington-based, former Anglican deacon
responsibl,: for running the Conservative Action Foundation and
Committet,to Defend the Constitution, both part funded by the
Moonies. Was General Secretary of World Youth Freedom
League, the youth wing of WACL until 1990. Details on the
Finzer/Northolt/Smith connection are in the David Rose piece in
the Guardiun 9 January 1989 (especially the longer version in the
first edition).

Professor Anthony Flew - Philosopher, ubiquitous figure on the
radical right, member of the Monday Club executive. Early
Western Goals (UK) leaflets listed him as a supporter and he
became a r ice president as soon as the group was formally set up.

Chris Forster - Ex-member of the 1970's New Britain Party (most
famous member General Sir Walter Walker) which, in 1980,
absorbed latrick Moore's United Country Party. Ran for
'freasurer of the Monday Club in 1989 saying that he would 'work
for an end to black immigration and third world aid'. At the time
he was working as a part-time researcher for Western Goals (UK)
and chairing the Anglo-South African Fellowship, the Western
Goals (UKt front responsible for inviting Treunicht in 1989.
Removed from his position as a NALGO shop steward at
Wandsworth Council, where he was an internal auditor, after his
racist politics were exposed. (Searchlight, |une 1989.)

|ames Gibb-Stewart- Author of two Western Goals (UK)
'Viewpoint Papers'in 1990, The Finance Factor, abotrt the alleged
international financial conspirary, andThe Mandela Myth. The
latter was reprinted in Candour. Gibbs is the author of three
books, Money Bomb, The Mind Benders andkmming Folk, the last
being a pale British imitation of John Birch-type American global
conspiracr theorising.

Linda Catoe Guell - Vice President of Western Goals Foundation
in the USA. Came to Britain to organise and launch Westem
Goals (UKt. Listed as vice president Western Goals (UK) in 1989
leaflets. Named in Tower Commission investigation into
Irangate, left the Foundation to run Larry McDonald Trust.

Mark Haley - Former member Western Goals (UK). Secretary
and later chair in 1988. At the time he was secretary of London,
Group Twc, Young Conservatives.

NeiI Hamilton MP - Parliamentary Advisory Committee of
Westem Coals (UK) inL987.

Dr. foseph Labia - Vice President of Western Goals (UK), October
1989.

Gregory Lauder-Frost - Vice president of Westem Goals (UK)
hom October 1989. Chair of Monday Club Foreign Affairs
Committee since 1989 and Club Secretary in 1991. Contact for
Treunicht visit in 1989. Treasurer of War and Peace Ball, 1989,
contributor to European Dawn. Searchlight $arutary 1990) notes
that he works for Riverside Health Authority in London, where he
is, or was, a NALGO shop steward.
Paul Masson - Ftst Director of Westem Goals (UK) in May 1985.
Then a leading Monday Club activist. Still on Western Goals
(UK) Board of Directors in 1989.

Michael McCrone - Director of Western Goals (UK) (February
1989), Chrdr of Young Monday Club and on YEFWF steering
committee in 1988. Re-elected treasurer of North West and
Central London Freedom Association in August 1987. A
barrister, said to work for the Crown Prosecution Service, with
Gideon Sherman, he signed the Western Goals (UK) complaints to
the Charities Commission in 1988 and 1989.

T.yggri McDonald - Vice president in February 1989. Son of
Larry Mc[)onald, he signed a general appeal for funds in 1988,
drawing potential donors' attention to Western Goals (UK)'s
affiliation to WACL and the Singlaub Freedom Foundation.

Sfuart Millson - Never seems to have held a formal position in
Western (ioals (UK) but in 1985 was a Young Monday Clubber,
and Conservative student at Exeter University. He helped Smith
and Northolt dish the dirt on the libertarians to the press but in
1986 defer:ted to the British National Party. He now claims to
have left the BNP and rejoined the Conservative Party.

Pakick More -TV astronomer and eccentric nationalist politician,
claimed as a supporter by Western Goals (UK). His own
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nationalist party was absorbed by the New Britain Party. (See

entry for Chris Forster.)

Anthony Murphy - Monday Club executive member, runs
Yorkshire Monday Club. Works in sales departmento!Yorkshire
Post. Expelled from his local Conservative Association after
distributing racist leaflets in Bradford, but readmitted, apparently
in 199L: in April 1991 he was acting as an election agent for the
Conservative Party in Bradford. Member of Western Goals (UK)
and their main contact in Yorkshire. Enjoyed close links with the
BNP until they were exposed inLeeds Other Paper and
subsequently in Searchlight and, City Limits.

David Neil-Smith - Researched Western Goals (UK) charities
report (Sunday Telegraph,15 May 1987). Former councillor in
London, nicknamed'the exorcist'by the libertarians, he was
secretary of North West and Central London Freedom Association
in 1987 and 88.

Stuart Northolt - Founder member of Western Goals (UK) and
now runs it, with A. V. R. Smith and Lauder-Frost. Chairman of
YEWF, editor of EuropeanDawn in March 1989. He spoke
alongside Slava Stetsko at an ABN symposium on'National
Fronts and the young generation in the Soviet Russian Empire',
part of his speech being reproduced in the ABN magazine ABN
Correspondence.

Gideon Sherman - Board of Directors of Western Goals (UK)
February 1989. Worked on the anti-Charities report. Son of Sir
Alfred Sherman, Centre for Policy Studies and speechwriter for
Keith |oseph etc.

Major-General |ohn Singlaub - Named as 'Honorary President'
of Western Goals (UK) in October 1989. Ubiquitous figure on
American radical right, key figure in WACL and ABN etc. Chair
of Free World Foundation with which Western Goals (UK) have
claimed close ties.

A. V. R. Smith - Founder member and Director of Information.
Today he more or less runs it with Northolt and Lauder-Frost.
Former chair of Young Monday Club, but no longer a member and
often gives the impression that he is no longer in the Conservative
Party. In fact, like many of his associates, he is a member of the
Thurrock Conservative Association in Essex. Secretary General
of WACL's Young Europeans for World Freedom; Secretary to
WACL Policy Committee of which Singlaub is Chair. Elected
Secretary of North West and Central London Freedom
Association in August 1988. According to a letter in anarchist
paper BlackFlas, he was once a PA to the late Joseph ]osten at the
Free Czech Press Agency.

Rev. Martin Smyth MP - On Western Goals (UK)'s Parliamentary
Advisory Committee in 1987. A Vice President, he resigned
following A. V. R. Smith's press release in 1989 attacking
proposals to prosecute Nazi war criminals.

Lord Sudeley - Vice President, Monday Club Executive, he has
chaired most of the Westem Goals (UK) meetings at
Westminster. Appears toSe involved (with Lauder-Frost) in
Manorial Society, War and Peace Ball and Monarchist Society.

Mark Taha - According to A. V. R. Smith, researcher for Western
Goals (UK) list of 'extremist'Labour candidates in 1987 election.

Colonel Barry Turner- Listed as Vice President in October 1989.

Bill Walker MP- Parliamentary Advisory Committee member in
1986t7.

General Sir WalterWalker - Patron of Western Goals (UK),
speaker at meetings. A recurring figure on the ultra right,
member of Unison and Civil AssistanceinT9T3-S, founder
member of New Britain Party, more recently active in British
Israelites.

Sir Pakick Wall MP - 'the mad major', now deceased. Patron of
Western Goals (UK), long-standing member and supporter of
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I Harvey Ward - Vice President, regular speaker at their meetings.
I Former head of Rhodesian TV and radio, now living in Scotland.

\ His paper on terrorism, The Undefned Enemy, was printed and
I distributed by Western Goals (UK).
" Reverend Basil Wabori -Vice President, Council member of the

Freedom Association.

Nicholas Winterton MP - Parliamentary Advisory Committee,
1986.
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The Dirty War
Martin Dllon,
Hutchinson,

London,1990.

The SAS in Ireland
Raymond Murray,

Mercier Press,
Cork and Dublin, 1991.

M,rrtin Dillon is a freelance journalist in Northern Ireland with a
long career behind him: editor and radio presenter for the BBC in
Norlhern Ireland , co-author of the Penguin Special, Pohical
Mw'ler ln Northern lreland (1973), and author oJ a biography of
Second World War SAS hero Lt. Col. Robert Blair Miyne, ind an
investigation of Loyalist sectarian killers, Ifte Shankhill Butchers
(198o). His book opens with the attempts in 1970 by Captain
)amt,s Kelly of Irish Military Intelligence to import weapons for
the North (Kelly's books were reviiwed inLobsters 13 aird t5y and
contrnues through the history of the Northern Irish conflict up
until January 1990. It also covers the intemational connections of
the IRA, in particular their links to Qadhafi, but excludes the
Gibralter killings. Dillon sets the tone for his book in the Preface:

'In the late 1960's and early 1970's, while the conventional
forces of government were openly combatting terrorism in
Ireland, other agencies within the intelligence community in the
United Kingdon believed that unorthodox methods and
techniques were required in the war. The intervention of these
groupings, which included Special Branch, military intelligence,
MI5 and MI6, was uncoordinated. Much has been written about
that period, some of it honest journalism , but most of it (emphasis
added) propaganda inspired by the terrorists and their
supporters... .One area of the dirty war which I was obliged to
confront was the use of black propaganda by the terrorists as well
asthe intelligence agencies, and how propaganda led to the
deliberate or accidental creation of conspilaCy theories. Much of
the evidence in print or by word of moulh pointed to the
involvement of British intelligence groupings in political murder
and the manipulation of Loyalist paramilitaries for counter-
terror. My conclusions may not please people in both
communities or some of the left in Britain, but I believe it has to be
said that the vast majorty of the conspiracy theories in this regard
are inaccurate and in some instances are a deliberate creation of
black propaganda for the purpose of discrediting the security
forces.'(pp. xix-xx)

After such an opening statement it comes as no surprise to see
Dillon'sdismissive scepticism about British dirty tricks extending
to the allegations made by Colin Wallace and Fred Holroyd.
Dillon follows the current 'establishment line' - fudge on Wallace,
slam Holroyd. The key position held by Wallace in Northern
Ireland, the mass of documentary evidence he has made available,
and the excellent investigation carried out by Paul Foot, has forced
the establishment to grudgingly concede that there may be
something in what he says. Holroyd, however, is a diiferent
case, more easily assailable by his detractors. The attempt to
weakenllolroyd's credibility through claims of mental in;tability
has worked better than sending Wallace down for manslaughtei.

, Dillon again: 'I personally feel that much of what Wallace says
about the use of dirty tricks is very credible, but that does not
mean that everything he says.stands up to scmtiny... . ..In his
close association with Holroyd, Wallace has not only tended to
support Holroyd's allegations but has provided supportive
information. It is in this area that Wallace's credibility may also
be tested, though he may seek to distance himself from Fred
Holroyd's claims in the coming year..... If I am right - that gossip
about some agents [allegedly killed after a leak from MI5] became
'ten' - then there isevery reason to examine carefully other claims
by both men, because they may have been misled by just such
gossip.... I think Holroyd did hear about many secret matters but
never fully understood their significance. I believe the
explanation for the story of the loss of agents is to be found in a
related matter which illustrates how Holroyd pieced together
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information to create conspiracies....is it a claim he would have
manufacfured to reinforce his story about the incompetence of
MI5?.....One is left with the feeling that Holroyd is either capable
of rewriting history to support his conspirary theory concerning
his departure from Northern Irelanh, or unable to determine
when colleagues were telling him the truth, or else unwilling in
this instance to recognize that the statement he says was made by
the SAS officer does not stand up to scrutiny.' (pp. 2018)

It is true that the story of ten British informers within the IRA
being uncovered and executed within a week of the takeover of
intelligence work by MI5 needs clarification; Raymond Murray
also notes that he can find no record of such a number being
killed. An investigation of this report by Holroyd of a claim by
Major Keith Fames, SAS, will not get far, however, if, like Dillon,
the investigators are content merely to dish up the'poor fellow
cracked under the pressure' Iine.

Dillon: 'The collective n'isdom in Speciat Branch circles was that
Captain Holroyd was a man of impeccable judgement and
commitrnent. However, that did not appear to be the Army's
opinion of him in Ii'lav 7975 *'hen he was removed from Northern
Ireland. . .. [and] told to report to an Army hospital in Netley
outside Southampton where he spent a month undergoing
psychiatric evaluations (p. 793). . .l beline that in trying to fnd
reasons beyond his obt ious suffering ftom seoere stress he was obliged to
construct the conpiracy u'hich eaentually placed Nairac at the centre of it
(p. t96)....tt is my contention that Wallace saw the oalue inhaaing
Holroyd as a fellozt traueller in seeking to attract media attention to his
cause. . . . Holroyd I see as a man who collected scraps of information which
he did not alu,ays understand and which he often misunderstood.' (p.
208)

In labouring the point that Holroyd cannot be believed because
he was mentally unstable and jealous of Nairac who would take
over his job, Dillon makes a series of false or misleading
statements. He ciaims Holroyd spent a month undergoing
psychiatric evaluations. Holroyd has strenuously denied ihat he
received any psychiatric examination whilst held at Netley - a
denial Dillon chooses to omit, despite Holroyd's account in his
own book. Dillon also quotes extensively from David
McKittrick's September 1987 rejection of the Nairac claim in The
lndependent, but makes no mention of Duncan Campbell's rebuttal
of McKittrick's claims in the New Statesman later the same month.
The jobs Holroyd held then lost after his return from Rhodesia in
1981 is for Dillon not the sign of MI5 interference with Holroyd's
employment, but further confirmation of his continuing mental
instability.

Dillon has many contacts in the Loyalist paramilitary groups,
and these lead him to believe that British involvement in murders
and bombings has been greatly exaggerated: he claims that most
of the attacki allegedly tinked to tne security forces, such as the
Green and Miami Showband killings, were organized purely by
Loyalists. It is, however, impossible to iudge the veracity of his
version, as none of Dillon's informants are identified. The reader
soon tires of tinding that 'evidence' disproving a British
connection to one or other incident is once again unattributed and
unverifiable, the reader simply asked to take Dillon's word for it.
It is also frustrating that a professional journalist could produce a
book on so complex a subject with totally inadequate indication of
published sources. Newspaper articles are referred to only by the
year of publication with no footnotes giving either exact date of
publication or names of authors and titles of articles. Books are
referred to only by titles with no indication of the publisher and
no page numbers for quotes; there is no bibliography. In short,
the methodology is at best sloppy, particularly for the Wallace and
Holroyd cases. (Dillon did not think it necessary to talk to Holroyd
before rubbishing him.) Despite these failings, the book is clearly
written and contains a great deal of information.

The SAS in lreland covers slightly different ground toThc Dirty
War: it does not include the Dublin Arms Trial or the IRA's
weapons sources, but doei include Gibralter and other incidents
up to the end of 1989. Its authbr, Father Raymond Murray, is a



leading human rights investigator who has frequently worked
with Father Dennis Faul. Murray's Republican sympathies are
clear; however, they do not intrude, and he remains critical where
evidence ctoes not definitely support British involvement.
Murray may, however, attribute too much to the SAS rather than
to other undercover Army units: Holroyd and Wallace's accounts
make it clear that there w-ere several units operating in a
disorganized way. Murray's research is thorough and fully
sourced: the book gives the most complete listing of press articles
and books on the dirty war yet to be published.

Although it appears to be same size as Dillon's book, it is in fact
nearly twice as long due to the use of a smaller type face and
closei line-spacing. The text is not always clearly written, and
Dillon's book is useful for untangling some of the incidents, but
this occasional lack of clarity is more than compensated for by its
comprehe nsiveness. The numerous incidents suggesting the
invoivement of British undercover units are described in great
depth witl-r many eye-witness accounts and excerpts, fully
sourced, Irom a wide range of newsPaPers, local and national.
Those whistle-blowers who have revealed details of British
operations (Wallace, Holroyd, Albert Walker Baker, etc.) are
discussed in detail. In short, although more of a reference book
than a narrative, this is an indispensable source of information for
those interested in British covert operations in Ireland.

The Terrorism Industry
Edward Herman and Gerry O'Sullivan,

Pantheon Books,
New York, 1989, $15.95.

Since the revelation of the activities of Forum World Features in
the mid 1970's, it has become aPParent that Western intelligence
services have used'research institutes' and'study centres' with
impresssrve and neutral-sounding titles to put over their world
riew and create public antipathy towards the enemy of the day.
Despite the significance of this component in parapolitics, it has
not previously been the subject of a detailed study.

The Terrorism lndustry isinmany ways a continuation of
Herman's previous books on the media and disinformation, the
excellent Nse and Eall of the Bulgarian Connection and The Real Tetror
\etuork: Terr\rism in Eact and Propaganda. Tll.e opening section of
the book takes the statistical approach adopted lnThe Real Terror
Network, to prove that state terrorism, particularly in Latin
America, his led to far more deaths than anti-state terrorism; and
that even within anti-state terrorism, it is right-wing not left-wing
riolence that has created the greatest number of victims.

Having described terrorism as a phenomenon, the authors turn
their attention to the'experts'and institutes that shape media
coverage of the subject. The experts covered are Yonah
Alexander, Ray Cline, Brian |enkins, Robert Kupperman, Walter
Lacquer, Michael Ledeen, Ariel Merari, Robert Moss, Claire
Sterling, Maurice Tugwell and Paul Wilkinson. British
propaginda institutes dealt with include the Institute for the
Studybf Conflict (Crozier), the Institute for the Study of Terrorism
(Becker/(lhalfont), Control Risks (Janke/Goss/Clutterbuck) and the
Research Foundation for the Study of Terrorism (Wilkinson).
Non-UK groups include the Centre for Conflict Studies and
Mackenzie Institute in Canada (Charters/Tugwell); the jonathan
Institute and |affee Centre in Israel; and in America, the
Georgetown CSIS, Heritage Foundation, American Security ,
Council r Singlaub/Stilwell), the Intemational Security Council
(Moonies), the Nathan Hale Institute and Rand Corporation' It
also covt,rs transnational groups such as the Pinay Circle. This
list shoutd convince you that this book is a mine of information:
essential reading for those interested in covert propaganda or
terrorisnr' 
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Thc Terr.trism lndustry is stocked in the UK by Compendium Bogks
in Londtrn, at€12.95pIus postage. 
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Miscellaneous

Rhodri Jeffreys-|ones', The CIA and American Demotacy, (Yale
University Press, New Haven and London, 1989, price not stated)
is, with Blum's The CIA: a Eorgotten History, the best single volume

on the CIA. Of particular interest is the authols account of the
political system'i response to the revelations of CIA activities in
ihe t9z0's and 80's. The author is Reader in History at Edinburgh
University - another welcome sign of academic historians taking

the parapolitical world seriously. With 251 pages of text
supported by 63 pages of documentation and notes, this is a
model of its kind.

A model of how /,of to do things is Andrew Murray Scott and
Iain Macleay's Britain's Seuet War: Tartan Tenorism and the Anglo-

American Srre (Mainstream, Edinburgh, 1990. With only the
slightest acquaintance with the'Anglo-American state' (calling
UiS'OIS', for example, and confusing its role with that of 'DI6'),
the authors blundei about in what is potentially a very interesting

and under-reported area. Its one redeeming fegtgre is a chaPter
on the death of anti-nuclear Scots lawyer, Wilie Macrae, which
appears to take the story some way beyond the other version I
have seen in CARN, Spiing 1988. Macrae appears to have been
murdered in peculiar iircuhstances, andmayhav-e been another
Hilda Murrel. (CARN, 33 Bothar, Bancroft, Tamhlact, Dublin 24,

Republic of Ireland.)

I do not usually like 'factoid' books. However, Frank Kippax's
The Butcher's Bill-(Harper Collins, London, 1'991) is a very superior
example of the genre. In fiction form, this is what the Hugh
Thomas netwoik actually believe to be true (but cannot yetprove)
concerning Rudolph Hess andthe doVpelganger imprisoned in
Spandau. 

"In 
other words, this is the most complete-version yet of

the "peace plots'circa 19t0l1. Kippax interweaves the 1940/1

perioh with- the events surrounding the death of 'Hess' in
Spandau, alleging that the doypelganger was assassinated by the-

British state. Anyone who has read Fred Holroyd's melll.oio.,War
Without Honour will also notice that the central narrative character
is based on Holroyd's experience.

At a distance of 12,000 miles OuenWilkes appeats to be New
Zealand's leading radical joumalist, of great output and high
accuracy. Wilkes was the author of the piece on the CIAin Fiji
which appearedin Lobster 14, one stop on its subse_quent iouTgy -
round the world. The American government attributed its global
circulation to Soviet machinations in the media; but that was only
partly true and mostly sour SraPes. In issue 88_(December 1990)

of Peacelink, the magazine of the New Zealand Peace Movement,
is an accountby Wilkes of the known CIA operations and
activities in New Zealand during the campaign against the'no
nukes' poliry of the 80s. At the end of the pieceWilkes makes
less thah he might of the apparent withdrawal of the CIA from
NZ. Wilkes re-ports no evidence of them since and yet is urrable
to completely quiet the idea that not being able to see the CIA
does not meinihat they have gone home. On the other hand it
might be - the evidence suggests it - that the CIA were-exposed,
had their operations blown, and were simply defeated-b-.y a

handful of people, led by Wilkes, and a mass media wllinglo
report theiifindings. New Zealand may have only 3.3 million
pebple, but it seems to have an intellectual infrastructure similar
to that of dear old declining Britain. That the newspaper-clipping
fraternity of a small democratic country can fend off the covert
operatois of a super-power is a cheering conclusion.

Peacelink, PO Box 837, Hamilton, New Zealand: subs, $N235 per
10 issues.

AIso from New Zealand is the magazine of the Campaign
Against Foreign Control of Aotearoa (the pre colonial name for
N6w Zealandl Watchdog. Llke Peacelink, this is predominantly of
local interest only. Ho*ever, in issue 65, October 1990, there is a

15 page summary of approximately 1000 pages of declassifed
material on U.S. (predominantly State Department sPonsorematerialonU.S. ( tly State Department sponsored)
surveillance of the New Zealand left and unions between 1945 to
1960. As far as I am aware, this is the most complete picture yet
of such U.S. operations in the period.

Watchdog appears to have no price but an inquiry-to it at PO Box
2258, Ctiriit;hurch, New Zeaiand, accompaniedby a couPle of
pounds sterling or $U.S. 3 dollars, should suffice.

The best domestic news for some time is the appearance of
Statrwatch, the successor, after almost a decade, to the wonderful
State Research. State Research never quite died: its library was
maintained at 9 Poland St, and this has become the core of the
new set-up. For most people the research facilities now on offer
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will be less important than the bulletin, the first issue of which
appeared in March this year.
Essentral. PO Box 1516, London N16 OEW.

Coaert Action lnformation Bulletin has a new-ish address: p.O.
Box 34583, Washington DC,20043. Issue 36, Spring 1991,
includes a double-page spread ofrnctrldes a double-page spread of psywar material - posters,
leaflets and cartoons, some accusing various individuals of t
police/FBl informers - produced for the FBI's Cointelpro
operatrons against the Black Panthers in the late 1960's. This is
the first time, to my knowledge, that such FBI material has been
published.

Still by far the best parapolitical mail-order service is Tom Davis'
Aries Research, PO Box 1,107 , Aptos, Ca 95001-1107, USA. Send a
couple of dollars bills for a copy. (Airmail postage on the catalogue
from the U.S. to UK, for example, is 95 cents.)

being

Z magazine had been praised before in these columns. It is the
best general magazine to have merged from the American
radical/left since Ramparts. The january 1991 issue contained a 13
page interview with Alfred McKoy on the politics of drugs.
McKov wrote The Politics of Heroin in Southeast Asra (Harper Row,
1972), the ground-breaking book which showed the CIA running

opium for the Meo tribes thev were using in the secret war in
Laos. McKoy's interview is not onlv a pretty decent summary of
his 1972 work, but also an update of the position and his current
views on the continuing drugsiparapolitics connection.
Z is $US3.50 per issue from 150 West Canton St, Boston, MA
02118, USA.
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PROOF OF CONSPIRACY IN
THE JFK ASSASSINATION
NOW ON VIDEO..."FAKE"!
For more than 25 years photoanalyst Jack White has studied the
lamous "backyard" photographs of Lee Harvey Oswald and has
proved without a doubt lhey are clever forgeries used to
incriminate Oswald by planners of Presideht Kennedy's execution.
White served as consullant to the House Select Committee on
Assassinations because of his expertise in photography and
photoananlysis, and as such testitied regarding his research on
these mysterious photos. World.famous photography experts have
called his photoanalysis "brilliant!" Now you can judge for
yourself whether these photos are real evldence...or fake.

50 minut6t. Y*lS only.
Produced bt ack Whlte lrm hls orlgiml research. Diroctad by Jim Mars.

Send S26.(X) (which includes shipping, handling and
tax). Make check or money order payable 1o VJS.
Mail to JFK Vldeo, VJS Companies,
301 West Vlckery Fort Worth, Texas 76104.
Allow 2 weeks lor dellyery.

SUBSCKIPrIONS

l,obster appears occasionally, two or three times a year at present.
Each issue from here on will cost €2.00, or a permutation otf2.00,
such as Number 19. Send at least:
uK - €4.00
US/Canada/Australia.tJew Zealand - E7.00 (or equivalent)
Europe - €6.00 (or equivalent)

(This minimum subscription will purchase two issues and
includes air-mail postage for overseas subscribers.)

NB non-UK subscribers please note we will accept only
Intemational Money Orders, cash, or cheques drawn on a UK
bank.

I y'hen sending new subscriptions please state from which issue
the subscription should run.

Send to Lobst*,21.4 Westbourne Avenue, Hull HU5 3|B, UK.
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Lobster is Robin Ramsay (0482 447558) and Stephen Dorril (0484 681388)
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hbster receives no subsidy other thu the @asional generosity of its reades.
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Contributors to t}::is Lobster are: 
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|effrey Bale, who used to edit Maximum Rock and Roll and is currently finishing a PhD at the
University of California; ' .
Mike Hughes, who is a Leeds-based fret!-lance journalist and researcher;

David Teacher, a translator, researcher, author of a study of Tolstoy, and Inbster's European
correspondent;

and Colin Wallace, who is in management education.
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